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Hazel man claims no deception
By TOM BERRY
city. but that some residents were signing
Staff Writer
without knowing all the facts and conseI don't think they should
HAZEL, Ky. — Hazel businessman Ray quences. He plans to send letters to residents
go to all of the expense
Gough says there is no deception involved soon detailing the benefits of incorporation.
in an effort to unincorporate the city and he
Gough pointed out that it is too late to of sending out letters and
wants potential supporters to know all the stop the petition drive and any debate should
starting a campaign against it
facts before making a decision that would wait until next year.
change Hazel's municipal status after 115
"The election is 18 months away. Right now and then have
to do it all
years.
now we're just working on the petition
The owner of Charlie's Antique Mall and filed," he said. "1 don't think they should go over again next year. The petiSoda Fountain has collected 66-plus names to all of the expense of sending out letters
on the petition that will be filed at the June and starting a campaign against it now and tion is finished. We've got all
Hazel City Commission meeting with then have to do it all over again next year. the signatures that we need
Mayor Harold Pittman in an effort to get a The petition is finished. We've got all the
and then some.
referendum to unincorporate on the signatures that we need and then some."
November 2006 ballot.
Gough is prepared to match Pittman's
"There's no deception involved," Gough effort by providing information about the
said. "I want people to know the facts. I just benefits of abandoning Hazel's sixth-class
— Ray Gough
think people in Hazel would be better off city status with a four-page question and
with just a community instead of an incorpo- answer-style statement available on request.
Charlie's Antique Mall and Soda
rated city. I don't want to do anything that
The petition drive at least partially stems
Fountain owner
would hurt the community of Hazel."
from an ongoing dispute between Gough
During a meeting of the Hazel City and some business owners over the city
Commission earlier this week, Mayor commission's decision to enforce an occu- within city limits to purchase a business
Harold Pittman told commissioners that a pational licensing ordinance that would license. The crux of the argument is that
petition was circulating to unincorporate the require "anyone" selling goods for a profit

IN See Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
Murray State University President Dr. F. King Alexander
talks to members of the Association for the Promotion of
German American Friendship inside Pogue Library
Wednesday morning. Delegation members included
(from left) Frederick Kaiser; former German parliament
member Werner Doerflinger and his wife, Ursula; Bruno
Kaiser and Helmut Erb.

German group's
tour of heartland
includes Murray
JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
For the past several days,
western Kentucky has been
graced by the presence of a delegation of 14 Germans, all part
of an organization designed to
improving German-American
relations.
Darrel McFerron, a retired
United States Army colonel,
helped establish the Association
for the Promotion of German
American Friendship during his
last assignment with that branch
of service before retiring to the
New Concord community of
Calloway County in the early
1990s. This week. McFerron
served as one of many hosts for
the guests that include one former member of the German parliament — Werner Doerflinger.
The group's stay ended today
as the delegation returned to
Nashville. Tenn., for its flight to
Washington. D.C. that afternoon.
The visit for the German delegation comes, ironically, at a
time Murray State University is
involved with a couple of excursions of its own to that country.

One includes a visit to the
University of Regensburg that is
being headed by MSU Vice
President and Provost Dr. Gary
Brockway as part of a study
abroad program. Brockway and
others are also expected to make
time in their schedule to watch
MSU's concert choir perform
during its tour of that nation this
week, which, interestingly, is
also coming at a time the
Kanunerchor, a chamber choir
from Germany, is including a
stop in Paducah for a concert
Thursday evening.
On top of that, a plant with
the German-based Webasto
company is is the process of
being readied for production in
the Murray-Calloway County
Industrial Park.
Wednesday, the German delegation was given a chance to
see Murray State up close when
it took a guided tour of the campus. This included a meeting
with Dr. F. King Alexander, the
campus' president,'' at Pogue
Library, where, among other
things, the differences of how

III See Page 2A

Possible S.C. vacancy driving battle
By JESSE J. HOLLAND
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
While senators argue over
Texas jurist Priscilla Owen's
blocked federal appeals court
nomination on the Senate floor,
the driving force in backroom
negotiations in the Capitol is
how senators will treat a future
Supreme Court nominee if a
vacancy opens up in the next
two years.
"This whole debate, for me,
is about the-Supreme Court,"
said Sen. Lindsey Graham, RS.C., one of the Senate negotiators who scurried from office to
office Wednesday trying to
work out a deal that would
avoid a showdown over
whether to block the use of filibusters against judicial nominees. "What do you do with the
next level? Can you get the
Senate back to more of a normal working situation?"
Senate negotiators were to
get back to work Thursday trying to find a compromise on
confirming Owen and the seven
other U.S. Appeals Court nominees. But while lower court
nominees are at the forefront of
the argument, the clear subtext
of the debate is how the Senate
will treat a future Supreme
Court nominee from President
Bush.
Republican leaders are concerned thal,Democrats want to
enshrine Xdicial filibusters in
the Senate so they can block a
future Bush nominee to the
nation's highest court, along
with Owen and the six other
lower court nominees they
already have blocked using the
parliamentary
tactic
that
requires 60 votes to overcome.

While
there are no
current
vacancies,
Supreme
Court
watchers
expect
a
retirement
before the
Frist
end
of
Bush's
presidency. Chief Justice
William Rehnquist, who is 80,
is fighting thyroid cancer.
"When a Supreme Court
position becomes open the
issue will be, will it require 60
votes to approve. a Supreme
Court judge something that's
never required — or will it be a
majority vote? Must we have a
super majority?" said Sen. Sam
Brownback, R-Kan.
But Democrats worry that
Republicans want to get rid of
judicial filibusters so the White
House can use the Senate's
GOP majority to ram through a
nominee that Democrats will
find extreme and objectionable.
If such a move were to succeed,
it would give the GOP full control over which nominees could
be confirmed for lifetime
judgeships since the party controls the White House and has a
55-44-1 majority in the Senate.
"If Republicans roll back
our rights in this chamber, there
will be no check on their
power," Senate Democratic
leader Harry Reid said. "The
radical right wing will be free
to pursue any agenda they want.
And not just on judges. Their
power will be unchecked on
Supreme Court nominees, the
president's nominees in general
and legislation like Social

AP Photo
U.S. Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid of Nevada
addresses a filibuster rally on the steps of the Capitol
Wednesday.
Security privatization."
Senate centrists hope to
avoid both options. If they can
get 12 senators to agree to a
deal — six Republicans and six
Democrats — they can prevent
Senate Majority Leader Bill
Frist, R-Tenn., from banning
judicial filibusters and keep

Senate Democratic leader
Harry Reid of Nevada from filibustering Bush appointees.
Under the most recent
Republican-crafted
offer,
Democrats would have to allow
the confirmation of six Bush

•See Page 2A

Murray High's Bogal-Allbritten receives National Merit scholarship

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten
has received
a nice goingaway gift to
her
high
school academic
career.
Recently,
the soon-tobe Murray
BogalHigh School
Allbritten
graduate
received

notice that she had received one
of 2,500 scholarships designated
to distinguished seniors through
the National Merit Scholars program. Those scholarships are
worth $2,500, which will help
Bogal-Allbritten pay for her
future schooling at Swarthmore
College near Philadelphia, Pa.
"It's always exciting to win
scholarships, but this one means
more. This one is one of the
most difficult to win," said
Bogal-Allbritten, noting that
only 36 Kentucky students three of which hail from west of

Louisville—Bogal-Allbritten,
Ohio County High School's
Lauren Pieper and the only other
representative from the Jackson
Purchase Region, Zhipeng
Zhang of Lone Oak High
School.
"I know Zhipeng through
academic team. He was the captain of Lone Oak's team and I
was the captain of ours and he's
a really nice guy. I'm happy for
him.
"It's really nice to be able to
represent western Kentucky like
this. I think that when most

everybody think of Kentucky,
they Louisville or Lexington is
all that's here, so it's good to
have some from the rest of the
state named for something like
this, too."
Back in February, BogalAllbritten was named a finalist,
making her what was believed at
the time to be MHS' 33rd student all-time to achieve such an
honor. However, new information has surfaced that, in fact,
three other MHS alums also had
that honor come their way, both
in the late 1990s.

Along with Keisa Bennett in
1995, who Bogal-Allbritten
remembered in an earlier story
as one of the assistants with the
Murray Middle academic team
during her fifth-grade year.
Tracy Pervine also achieved
finalist recognition that same
year. Also, MHS had two others
reach that same level in 1998
with Joseph McKeel and Erika
Wolff.
"I'm glad we're able to bring
this out," said MHS guidance
counselor Marion O'Rourke,
who has been at the campus five

years. -This is a great thing br
Murray High School, and I'm
very glad that we're able to
mention the accomplishments of
these students now. It's well
deserved."
As for the first National
Merit Scholar under O'Rourke's
watch at MHS, she said this latest honor just strengthens
Bogal-Allbritten's
already
strong reputation.
"I was very happy for
Elizabeth when I heard about
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Bank robber shot after taking
By The Associated Press
Investigators questioned a
OLATHE, Kan. (AP) — A flight instructor and student who
bank robber who took at least were onboard the plane and
six people hostage and ordered determined they were not
them to strip down to their involved in the robbery, Lanza
underwear was shot by police at said. The airplane was taxiing
an airport Wednesday during when the minivan pulled in front
what may have been an attempt of it, forcing it to stop, he said.
to make a getaway in a small
Pilot Matt Miller told
plane, authorities said.
KMEIZ-TV that he and his stuThe 44-year-old Wichita man dent were doing a final check on
was taken by helicopter to a hos- the plane when he looked up and
pital and was in critical condi- saw a man next to the cabin
tion late Wednesday, FBI door.
spokesman Jeff Lanza said. No
"I heard the police yell,
one else was hurt.
'Drop your weapon,'and I heard
Police and the FBI said the the shots fired," Miller said. "I
robber held up a bank in Olathe. ducked underneath the instruabout 25 miles from Kansas ment panel.
City. He held hostages in the
Authorities said the suspect
bank for about 30 minutes, had a pilot's license, but they did
before loading four women and not know if he was trying to get
two men into a minivan owned on the plane. Lanza said money
by one of the hostages, a teller at was recovered from the minithe bank.
van, but he would not say how
The teller was then forced to much was found.
drive to the Johnson County
Authorities believe the man
Executive Airport, about two acted alone and had walked to
miles away, and pull up next to a the bank after parking his car
plane on the runway, authorities near a golf course about two
said. Lanza said the suspect then miles away. They would not
jumped out of the minivan and release the suspect's name
ran toward the plane, where he Wednesday afternoon because
was shot by police.
charges had not been filed
"Certainly it was a very scary against him.
scenario for all of them in that
Lanza said the suspect was
van,- Lanza said on CNN.
carrying a backpack containing
two walkie-talkies, chains and
plastic handcuffs when he
entered the bank. After police
The amount of funding arrived, a hostage wearing only
requested of Calloway Fiscal underwear brought one of the
Court by the Murray-Calloway walkie-talkies out to give to
County Parks and Recreation police, apparently so the suspect
Department for 2005-2006 was
incorrect in a story printed in
the Ledger on Wednesday.
Director Brad Steele requested
$129,557 for operations and
maintenance expenses for the From Front
coming year and $43,900 for
students attend college in the
capital expenses.
two countries was discussed.
"That's one thing people
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and from here don't understand.
fair reporting; however mis- Most students of German camtakes occasionally occur. It is puses come and go from those
the Ledger's policy to correct places each day. They don't stay
errors. To report a news mistake on campus like students here
or error, please call 753-1916.
do," said the president, who
talked with the delegation for
around 10 minutes, including
how he and Doerflinger have
something
in
common.
Tonight will
Doerflinger. a member of the
have a 50%
German parliament for 18 years.
HIGH:
chance of rain.
was succeeded by his own-son in
Friday will be
that office, while Alexander suc82 mostly cloudy
ceeded his father — Dr. Kern
with highs in the
Alexander — as MSU's presiLOW: upper 70s.
dent.
Friday night will
Doerflinger then strengthbe partly cloudy
ened that common thread by
with lows in the
presenting the president with a
upper 50s.
parliamentary medallion, prior

°Stages rolicetog
Murray Police Department
• An injury accident was reported at 10:54 a.m. Wednesday at
Fourth and Chestnut streets. Martin Garcia-Mora, 34, of Mayfield,
had his vehicle stopped in traffic at Fourth and Chestnut. He was
traveling west on Chestnut, attempting to turn north onto Fourth
when another vehicle struck the back of his. The second vehicle
was driven by Frarishawn Blanton, 32, of Murray. Blanton said
she was stopped in traffic when Garcia-Mora backed into hers.
Murray-Calloway Ambulance crews removed both drivers from
their vehicles. Blanton complained of internal pains related to her
pregnancy and Garcia-Mora said he sustained back pains. Maria
Morena Garcia-Mora, 32, of Mayfield, was a passenger in first
vehicle. Blanton was cited for having no insurance. Both vehicles
were damaged.
• A theft was reported at Radio Shack at 5:23 p.m. Wednesday.
• Cheryl Cooney, 48, of Hazel, was arrested Wednesday for theft
by unlawful taking less than $300.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 1101 Poplar St. at 5:38 a.m.
Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Second man charged in assault

The Kansas City StadAP Photo
A robbery suspect waits while loading hostages Into a
van outside a Capitol Federal Savings bank branch
Wednesday in Olathe, Kan. The robber held hostages in
the bank for about 30 minutes, before loading them into
the van owned by one of the hostages, a teller at the
bank. Police shot the suspect at an airport during what
may have been an attempt to make a getaway in a small
plane.

Correction

could communicate with officers.
Lanza said he expected the

suspect to face federal bank robbery charges.
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to the delegation's tour.
Rivers with both tourist attracIn addition, the president also tions such as Paducah's National
expressed his appreciation of the Quilting Museum and more
group in extending hospitality to business-related places, such as
American service personnel and the largest hog farm operation in
noted there could be times MSU the state of Tennessee in Henry
students are included in that County being included.
mix. Around 200 students either
That was all part of
have served or are serving the McFerron's plan to show his
U.S. military in the Coalition guests places other than more
campaign in Iraq and one of the well-known American locales.
members of the delegation will
"I've told them that, somehelp host nearly 40 wives of day, I wanted to show them the
U.S. soldiers and their children heartland of America and how
next trioattn,,ai
1. •
there is a real beauty to these
'
During •their tour in places that are not so known. I
Kentucky, die Germans did not also wanted to show them the
have a lot of down time. Every beauty of the people here and I
day was packed full of activity think they've seen that.
that included visits to Paducah, Everywhere we've been, the
Princeton, Paris, Tenn., Land people have really received us
Between the Lakes and Grand well," he said.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A second Murray man was charged in last week's assault of a 23year-old man.
Dustin Eddings, 22, was arrested Wednesday for first-degree
assault, a Class B felony punishable by 10 to 20 years in prison.
Murray Police Department officers responded in the early morning 9f May 11 to an assault complaint at 55 Princeton Drive, where
they found Brooks Long III injured. EMS transported Long to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and later to Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah. He has since been released from the hospital.
MPD Detective Sgt. Tom Bailey obtained warrants for two individuals Suspected in the assault. The other man. Bradley Thurmond,
22, was arrested Friday for facilitation of first-degree assault stemming from the same incident. His charge is a class D felony, which
carries a one- to five-year sentence in prison.
No more arrests are expected in the case.

Man sought for questioning in Idaho
slaying found; children still missing
COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho
(AP) — A man sought for questioning in the bloody slayings of
three people contacted authorities as the search continued for
two children missing from the
home where the killings took
place.
Detectives were interviewing
Robert Roy Lutner Wednesday
evening, Kootenai County
Sheriff's Capt. Ben Wolfinger
said. Wolfinger did not say
where Lutner was found and
also would not discuss whether
the missing children, Shasta and
Dylan Groene, were with
Lutner.
An Amber Alert remained in

•Hazel ...
From Front

hundreds of dealers that pay for booth space inside the antique malls
would also have to pay for a license, as well as the store owner.
Gough is not a resident of Hazel and is not legally allowed to file
the petition, but some of the volunteers that have helped circulate the
what
at the
prestigious paperwork are residents. He said one of the volunteers would turn
From Front
Pennsylvania school, where she the paperwork over to Pittman. Once filed with the city, Pittman
this, but, to be honest, I wasn't plans to study linguistics and would have 10 days to file the papers with County Clerk Ray
really too surprised. She's just already has received an intro- Coursey Jr.
The text of the petition reads: "We the undersigned registered
such a good student and duction into how fdrmidable
involved with so many activi- Swarthmore is in this area. Last voters of the City of Hazel hereby petition the mayor for an election
ties. I would expect this from month, she made her orientation on the question whether the city should be dissolved."
According to state statutes, only 20 percent of residents who
her, to be quite honest," visit and met a professor that
O'Rourke said.
had recently visited Siberia to voted in the previous election need sign the petition to get a referenBogal-Allbritten's scholar- study the Russian language Os, dum on the November 2006 ballot. Gough said a check of county
ship count could rise more over which is now spoken by only 40 voting records in Coursey's office found that only 175 voters in
Hazel participated in the 2004 presidential election.
the coming summer. Already people anymore.
"I've got 66 signatures here on this part of the petition and the
notified that she has received a
"Not many people get a
Robert C. Byrd Scholarship that chance like that, so that was lady that is working with me has even more," Gough said.
will be worth $1,500 per year very impressive to hear," she
while she is at Swarthmore, she said, also noting Swarthmore, a
is awaiting word on others for school of 1,500 students, graduwhich she has applied. Many of ates the highest amount of PHds
those are at the local level.
per capita of any in the nation, a
would be bound not to ban judiAll of them. though, will help group she hopes to join eventu- From Front
cial
filibusters
only
if
ease the financial burden some- ally.
nominees: Owen, California Democrats forswear judicial filSupreme Court Justice Janice ibusters on court nominees
Rogers Brown, former Alabama except for extraordinary situaAttorney General William tions, aides said.
Pryor, as well as Michigan nomThe aides spoke on condition
inees Susan Neilson, David of anonymity because the disThe Ultimate In Storage
McKeague and Richard Griffin. cussions are being held behind
and Design Flexibility
The Senate would scuttle the closed doors.
a—
nominations of Idaho lawyer
"If we can get through this
William Myers and Michigan week, really, get through these
nominee Henry Saad, aides said. eight, I think calmer heads will
But more importantly, both prevail down the road and we'll
sides would have to operate on have a better chance of dealing
'We Service All Brands'
"good faith" when it comes to with the Supreme Court nomirPTS,"2:.
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
future nominations. Republicans nees in a traditional way,"
Graham said.
Frist, R-Tenn., who has
Looking for an affordable,flexible way
insisted that all of the White
House's nominees get confirmato earn college credit during
tion votes, picked up an addithe summer months?
tional senator on his side
Wednesday, Sen. Gordon Smith,
R-Ore.
Smith .said he had decided
over the weekend that he would
vote with Frist to keep members
from blocking nominees by
Kentucky's
threatening to filibuster. "I think
to do otherwise has a chilling
Public Ivy Univers
effect not only on the meaning
Look no further. Murray State University offers
of elections, but as to the intellectual vigor of the judicial
a variety of summer courses. Get *head start on
branch of the government,"
your studies, or explore interests and develop new
Smith said.
skills. Call 1-800-669-7654 for more information.
If a deal isn't reached, Frist
needs to get a majority of the
or visit our web site for a complete listing
senators voting to back him to
of course offerings. Apply now online.
successfully ban judicial filibusters. If the Senate deadlocks,
Frist would prevail because the
Equal education and employment °upwardness M/FID AA employer
Republicans have Vice President
\I! ft1," \)
\ !
Dick Cheney to break a tie. -

Bogal-Allbritten

III Filibuster ...
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effect hours after the man was
located.
Authorities have said Lutner
was known to have been at the
children's home on Sunday
night, the night before the bodies of their brother, mother and a
man were found.
Police in several states had
been attempting to locate
Lutner, and Wolfinger said
Lutner had known he was being
sought.
Police had sought Luther, 33,
of Hayden, to determine
whether he may have seen
something, or met someone at
the home east of Coeur d'Alene
where the bodies were found.
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Personnel investigation leading outside of Transportation
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
investigation into possible abuses of the
Merit System protections for state
employees from political interference
may lead beyond the Transportation
Cabinet, Attorney General Greg
Stumbo said.
Lt Gov. Steve Pence questioned the
motivation behind the investigation and
said most of the personnel actions in the
Fletcher administration have been proper.
Stumbo said Wednesday that 10
state employees have been designated

Stumbo said.
Pence said the complaints appear to
be politically motivated.
-The Republicans are new to the
°administration of government," Pence
said.
Pence said taking advice from political friends about hiring is not new or
improper.
"If we've done something that hasn't been done cirrectly, we want to correct it," Pence said. "By far and away
the majority of them have been done
right."
The Merit System, created in 1960,
is designed to ensure that hirings, pro-

as "whistleblowers" and given protection from retribution for their assistance
in uncovering abuses in the personnel
system.
Calls have been received from 50 to
60 people with complaints or offers of
evidence of wrongdoing, Stumbo said.
And while the investigation centers on
the Transportation Cabinet, evidence
has been received about potential problems elsewhere in state government.
Stumbo declined to identify the other
agencies.
More search warrants were executed
Wednesday for records in the cabinet
and Gov. Ernie Fletcher's office,

motions and other personnel actions tioned Stumbo's involvement.
Political considerations have long
involving rank-and-file state workers
are based on qualifications and not been involved in state government hirings and Pence wondered s°0°
political influence.
Last week, a Transportation Cabinet investigation has not gone back r,
personnel officer delivered dozens of into those made by Democratic goverdocuments to Stumbo's office. Some of nors.
-We have no evidence of criminal
the memos and e-mail exchanges
from any other administrawrongdoing
getabout
appeared to reflect concerns
ting around Merit System requirements tion," Stumbo said. "If somebody has
for test scores, educational attainment that information, simply bring it to us
and other factors to get certain people and we'll be happy to take a look at it.
"The only information we have
hired or promoted.
Pence said the Personnel Board is relates to the Fletcher administration."
the proper forum for investigating Stumbo said.
Merit System complaints and ques-

Court says spending OK on limited items
was dropped after passage of a
budget in 2003. Likewise, lawmakers passed a budget earlier
this year after failing to do so in
2004, but this time the lawsuit
continued.
Without a specific appropriation, the court said, "the unambiguous language of (the
Kentucky Constitution) prohibits the withdrawal of funds
from the state treasury."
The opinion cites 19 specific
sections of the constitution that
require spending state money,
even if the legislature does not
make an appropriation. Those
include items such as paying for
the school system, housing prisoners and providing • for the
"safekeeping of the public arms,
military records, relics and banners" of the state.
Money may also be spent to
follow federal mandates, even
While a lawsuit was filed without legislative direction, the
after the 2002 budget impasse, it opinion said.

in part by the remaining three
justices, actually lets the legislature off the constitutional hook
by declaring there is no obligation for lawmakers to enact a
budget.
But if they fail, lawmakers
bear the burden of the consequences — the shutting down of
much of state government, the
ruling said.
The ruling puts to rest the
legal wrangling over what hapthe General
when
pens
Assembly fails to pass a budget
for the executive branch of government, exactly as it failed to
do in 2002 and 2004. After those
failures, then-Gov. Paul Patton
and incumbent Gov. Ernie
Fletcher chose to keep state government operating by spending
money through a series of executive orders.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Without a budget, a governor
cannot spend state money on
anything except items directed
specifically by the General
Kentucky
the
Assembly,
Supreme Court ruled today.
The decision is a repudiation
of the legislature and the last
two governors, who have kept
state government operating
when lawmakers failed to pass
spending plans.
If there is no budget from the
legislature. a governor must
make do with the severe restrictions on spending elsewhere in
the Kentucky Constitution,
Justice William Cooper wrote in
the majority opinion.
"If the citizenry deems those
services insufficient, it will
exercise its own constitutional
power — the ballot," Cooper
said.
The ruling, endorsed by four
members of the high court and

The legislature could cover
itself in the future by enacting
legislation that would allow
what amounts to a continuation
budget from one year to the next
in the absence of a new budget,
the court said.
Fletcher had argued he had
the right and the duty to keep
state government operating, but
the court said he exceeded his
authority.
"The governor possesses no
'emergency' or 'inherent' powers to appropriate moneys from
the state treasury that the
General Assembly, for whatever
reason, has not appropriated."
Cooper wrote.
Any provision of Fletcher's
spending plan that had the effect
of suspending statutes, something routinely done in legislative budgets, also was clearly
unconstitutional, the court said.

Council to be more 'hands on' with tuition
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — With higher
education costs escalating, the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education is
looking for a "more hands-on approach" in
future tuition hikes, the council's president
said.
While the move won't end tuition
increases at Kentucky's public colleges and
universities, it's aimed at maintaining a balance between "quality education" and
affordability, Thomas Layzell, president of
the Council on Postsecondary Education.
,, „ •
said Wednesday.
"This is a pretty high-profile issue right
now and everybody needs to be concerned
about it," Layzell said.
The council has final approval on tuition
increases at the state's public colleges and

universities. In recent years the council has officials have proposed a 22.9 percent hike,
left schools' tuition proposals intact because $868 more per year. Northern Kentucky
tuition
they were faced with tight budgetary restric- University suggested a 13.7 percent
Western
year.
per
$600
or
increase,
tions, Layzell said.
"It's not as if we've been ignorant of Kentucky University proposed a 15.7 perthem,or ignoring or not paying any attention cent increase, or $720 annually. Kentucky
to them. We have been," Layzell said. State University proposed a 9.5 percent
"We've left them in place because of the increase, or $387 more per year.
The Kentucky Community and Technical
budget reductions in past years."
On Sunday, the council is likely to College System has proposed a 6.5 percent
approve another round of tuition and fee increase, or $144 more each year. Officials
increases for most Kentucky public univer- at Morehead State University have proposed
a 12.5 percent increase, or $480 more. And,
sities, Layzell said.
Among them, the University of Kentucky Murray State University has proposed an
year.
has proposed a 12.5 percent tuition boost, • 11.1 percent boost, or $444 more each
a
have
may
council
the
future,
the
In
$650
about
students
its
cost
would
which
tuition-setschools'
in
role
explicit"
"more
more each year. The University of Louisville
discussed a 9.7 percent hike, or $490 more ting, beginning with the 2006-2007 academic school year, Layzell said.
per year.
school
University,
Kentucky
At Eastern

Judge lets graduations
go on at Fla. church

ORLANDO, Fla.(AP) — A federal judge Wednesday gas e
four public high schools the go-ahead to hold graduation ceremonies at a Christian church, but he chastised the school board for
choosing a religious facility.
U.S. District Judge Gregory Presnell refused to stop the ceremonies at 3,700-seat Calvary Chapel in Melbourne because the
plaintiffs — a student, her Buddhist father and another parent who
is an atheist — were too late in filing their case against the
Brevard County Sche21 Board.
Bayside High's graduation is Thursday; the commencements
for Eau Gailie, Melbourne and Palm Bay high schools are set for
the two days afterward,
"I don't necessarily approve of the school board's decision
because it seems clear to me that a secular facility without these
religious icons should have been chosen," Presnell said from the
bench after a brief hearing Wednesday.
School officials argued that there is nothing out of line with the
venue.
"This is a.graduation ceremony; it's not a religious ceremony,"
said school board spokeswoman Sara Stern. "We're handling it as
rely secular purpose. Therefore, because there are no reliicons other than the cross in the back, we feel that the facils not unconstitutional."
!though the graduations will go on as planned. Presnell's
sion did nothing to halt the lawsuit against the school board.
writing's on the wall, to use a religious analogy, that the
I board cannot pull this kind of stunt for commencement
ses in the future." said Mark Tietig. the attorney who filed
suit. Replied an attorney for the school board, Harold Bistline:
're happy that the graduation ceremonies will be held as
led. but I'm not making any further comment because the
is still pending.-
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1510 N. 4th St. - $89,500
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218 S. 13th St. - $84,900
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Frequently Asked
Questions About Social
Security Reform
Q. So what's going on with that whole pnvatization of Social
Security thing these days?
A. Excuse me, but it's that whole PERSONALIZATION of
Social Security thing now.
Q. What's the difference?
A. Nothing really. The second one tested bet
ter. Privatize — bad. Personalize — good.
Liberate — gooder. Lottery win — goodest.
Q. Why does everyone have big beige banana
bugs up their butt over the president's plans to
finally fix Social Security?
A. A lot of Baby Boomers think of this fix as
the same kind of fix a veterinarian performs on a
dog.
Q. What do they think Bush is trying to turn
Social Security into?
A. Something not very social and no longer
secure.

Raging
Moderate
By Will Durst
Syndicated
Columnist

Q. What about the Wall Street investment
dealie pan?
A. Dealie pan?
Q. You know what I mean.
A. Since the Dow is down about 10 percent for the year, it's
been sort of put on the back burner.
Q. How far back?
A. Way back next to the capture of Osama.
Q. Wow, that far? When was it exactly the Baby Boomers
decided to grow up and get old?
A. Don't know. I guess someone must have convinced them
"old is the nsw black.- Of course we are talking about free money
here. Which could raise the blood pressure of anybody, much less a
grandma wearing a "Whitesnake" t- shirt. You ever mistakenly
rake some blue-hair's nickel slot seat?
Q. But don't these greedy getizers-to-be agree Social Security is
in deep doo-doo and needs to be shored up?
A. Well, yeah. I guess. but you got to remember, Bush's Clear
Skies Bill allows for more pollution and his Healthy Forests
Initiative encourages logging, so you can understand how folks
might tend to worry that the real goal of his Social Security
Reform is less old people.
Q. What kind of ideas are being implemented in Bush's recently
released reform package?
A. Mostly the plan is to forestall future cuts in benefits.by salt,
ring benefits in the future. Democrats call it a benefit cut.
Republicans call it a cut in the growth rate of benefits. But I think
there are maybe 80 other ways to throw benefit and cuts into the
same sentence, so we're not done here. We might even see "bene
cutifits," which probably means "above average salami pants" in
Italian.
• Q. But doesn't the administration maintain these benefit cuts are
designed only to affect the wealthy?
A. Well, yeah, but according to the specifics of the plan,
-wealthy" is defined as anybody making over 20 grand a year.
Which means that a greeter at Wal-Mart or the kid behind the
counter asking "you want lids on these?" is a member of the financial elite in Bush's America,
Q. What happens if Social Security is allowed to fail?
A. Then we'll just have to return Bush's sepia-toned vision of
an olden-timey America that people lived in before being
enveloped into Roosevelt's Social Security straightjacket.

Abbas must end incitement to violence
Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas is scheduled
to meet President Bush in
Washington May 26. He is getting this meeting because the.
Bush Administration has concluded that Abbas has done _
more than his predecessor,
Yasser Arafat, to reduce violence against Israeli civilians
and reform the Palestinian security services, among other preconditions stated in the road
map for Middle East peace.
That's debatable, but one
issue that is beyond debate is
Abbas' failure to end the incitement to violence that President
Bush mentioned nearly three
years ago as a precondition for
implementing the road map.
In its print and broadcast
media. the Palestinian Authority
has increased aile level of invective against Israel, the Jewish
people and the United States.
According to a report commissioned by the Center for
Near East Policy Research, the
level of invective, incitement,
paranoia, spreading of false
accusations and rumors and
inflammatory sermons from
Palestinian mosques has not
changed under Abbas.
These inclUde assertions
from Palestinian officials and
their media that Israel is planning attacks on Islamic holy
sites such as the Al-Aqsa
Mosque on Jerusalem's Temple
Mount; charging Israel with
using radiation to poison

Palestinian
travelers and
remarks on
Palestinian
radio that
claim
"America is
using her
troops to
uproot Islam
and (true)
Cal's
belief from
Thoughts the
hearts of
By Cal Thomas
those
Syndicated
imprisoned
Columnist
in her jails."
Mahmoud Abbas
On offiwere behind all civil strife in
cial
this world. The Jews are behind
Palestinian television, viewers
the suffering of the nations.''
saw three hours of non-stop
If that isn't enough inciteincitement against Jews and
ment for the president. how
Israel. And on a program called
about this from the same ser"Good Morning Jerusalem."
calls were taken from viewerirt mon:"We have ruled the world
before, and by Allah. the day
who berated Jews and
will come when we willsule the
Americans with the approval of
entire world again. The day will
the show's hosts.
come when we will rule
From numerous Palestinian
America. The day will come
mosques comes rhetoric which,
when we will rule Britain."
if used by an American preachWhat about those "troubleer about anyone, would properly be condemned as bigotry and some" Jews? The sheik said,
"The stones and trees will want
an incitement to violence.
the Muslims to finish off every
Sheik Ibrahim Mudeiris, a
Jew." In case people think this
paid employee of the PA, said
is merely the ranting of a single
in a sermon aired May 13 on
PA TV,"Allah has tormented us cleric, they should visit the
Palestinian Media Watch Web
with the people most hostile to
site where there is a full report
believers' - the Jews . and the
outlining the PA's systematic
polytheists." That's code for
justification for genocide
Christians, who believe in a tri(www.pmw.org.il/KALeng.htm
une God. The sheik added,
"You will find that the Jews

This isn't only a sermon; it is
the official policy of the •
Palestinian government which
the Bush Administration
believes is capable of making
peace and living side-by-side
with Israel. If it weren't official
policy, one would expect Abbas
to denounce and silence it.
If words have meaning, the
definition of "incite" should
inform administration policy:
"stresses a stirring up and urging on; move to action."
(Webster's Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary)
Sermons from Palestinian
mosques, along with words and
images in Palestinian media, are
not the American equivalent of
an editorial or opinion column,
or a sermon or homily from an
American church or synagogue.
They are designed to stir up and
move to violent action. A preponderance of sermons I have
read call for the eradicatiOn of
Jews, Christians and anyone
else who doesn't believe as they
do.
In his meeting with Abbas,
will President Bush raise the
issue of incitement in
Palestinian media and sermons?
Will he demand that Abbas
order a cessation of this inflammatory rhetoric intended to
incite murder and war and not
peace? Will he ask Abbas if he
believes these things? If he
won't, then what is the purpose
of the meeting?

Q. Which is what?
A. Faith-based retirement.
Will Durst is a political comedian who has petformed around
the world. He is afamiliar pundit on television.
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OBITUARIESANTERNATIONAL
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Obituaries
Memorial Gardens
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8:30 p.m. today
(Thursday).
The Rev. Robert Allen, 72, Mayfield, died Tuesday, May 17,
2005, at 11:07 p.m. at Missouri Delta Medical Center. Sikeston, Mo.
A retired Baptist minister, he was a member Mrs. Francine Maness
The funeral for Mrs. Francine Maness will be Friday at I p.m. in
of Trace Creek Baptist Church. An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a member of the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Dennis Norvell and
the Rev. Randy McClure will officiate. Amy Maness will be soloist.
Disabled American Veterans.
Pallbearers will be Joel English, Brad Maness, Donald Underhill,
He was the son of the late Clyde (Dick) E.
John Maness, Matt Maness and Mark Carroll. Burial will follow in
Allen and Katie Mae Hubbard Allen.
\.
Survivors include one son, Tim Allen, the Stewart Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Mayfield, and one granddaughter, Brittany Paige Givens Allen,
(Thursday).
Murray.
A graveside service will be Saturday at!! a.m. at Trace Creek 'Mrs. Maness. 69, Redbud Road, Dexter, died Wednesday, May
Cemetery. The Rev. Ronnie Stinson and the Rev. Keith Allred will 18, 2005, at 1:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of Dexter Baptist Church.
officiate.
grandchild, Bridgette Maness, preceded her in death. Born
One
Holder,
Terry
Pallbearers will be David Stinson, Paul Holder,
Oct. 31, 1935, in Gurdon, Ark., she was the daughter of the late
Steve May, Richard May, James May and Mark Houk.
Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 5 p.m. Henry Cooper and Mina Cooper Wehland.
Survivors include her husband. Billie Joe Maness, to whom she
Friday.
was married Oct. 25, 1952, in Corinth, Miss.; two sons, Brian
Maness and wife. Wanda. Murray, and Russell Maness and wife,
Gene Paul Giugler
Debbie, Dexter; two sisters, Mrs. Sarah Brouillette, Tacoma, Wash.,
The funeral for Gene Paul Giugler will be Friday at 11 a.m. at St. and Mrs. Judy Stephenson, California; three grandchildren, Brad
Leo Catholic Church, Murray. Fr. Mike Williams will officiate.
Maness and wife, Amy,and Heather Boyd, all of Murray, and Cassie
Pallbearers will be Kevin Hence, Kyle Hence, Jonathan Giugler, English and husband, Joel. Reidland; three great-grandchildren.
Steven Eich, Tyler Holzschuh and John Cooper, active, and Robert Brendan and Peyton Maness, Murray, and Ryan English, Reidland
Williams, Dylan Eich and Brian Eich, honorary. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Doris Loraine Gordon
Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 5 p.m.
The funeral for Mrs. Doris Loraine Gordon will be Friday at 11
today (Thursday).
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Brett
Mr. Giugler, 62, Mayfield, formerly of Murray, died Tuesday. Miles will officiate. Burial will follow in the Union Ridge Cemetery,
May 17, 2005, at 9:30 a.m. at his home.
Aurora.
Retired from GM Corp., he was a member of St. Leo Catholic
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
Church, Murray.
(Thursday).
One daughter, Cynthia Giugler, and one brother, Raymond
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Giugler, both preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Society.
Bernard Giugler and Marie Kobacic Giugler.
Mrs. Gordon, 77, Murrl,y Highway, Benton, died Monday, May
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Osmus Giugler; three 16, 2005, at 9:15 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
daughters, Mrs. Deborah Hence, Lockport, Ill., Ms. Kimberly
A homemaker, she was a member of Bellview Baptist Church.
Giugler, Joliet, Ill., and Ms. Jennifer Giugler, Hazel; one brother, Paducah.
Lee Giugler, Braceville, Ill.; 12 grandchildren; two great-grandchilHer husband, Earl Lee Gordon, and stepmother. Inez Sawyer,
dren.
both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Vestal
Sawyer and Frances Hovekamp Sawyer.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Dinesha Hopkins and
Baker
Pearl
Wilma
Mrs.
husband. Joe, Hardin, Mrs. Shelia Carlisle and husband, Grady,
Mrs. Wilma Pearl Baker, 80, Mayfield, died Tuesday, May 17, Hampton, Ga., and Mrs. Leesa Gamble and husband, Robert,
2005, at 10:56 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Benton; one son, Ronald Gordon and wife, Eileen, Oxford, Mich.;
A retired nurse, she has worked for 14 years at the former two sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Pala, Westland, Mich., and Mrs. Alline
Mayfield Hospital. She was a member of Faith Missionary Baptist Inman, Paducah; one brother, Charles Sawyer and wife, Johnnie,
Church.
Lone Oak; friend and companion. Hollie Thomasson, Oxford,
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Vernice Holmes, Mich.; nine grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
her second husband, No!vice Baker, three sisters, Ruth Peck, Louise
Ray and Lucy Baker; one brother, Harry McManus, and two grandchildren. She was the daughter of the late James McManus and Vera
Grant McManus.
'N II ‘.1 I IRS
I 1\1 I
'`Vir'
"
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Hill, East Cape
Girardeau, Ill., Mrs. Donna Womack, Mayfield, and Mrs. Brenda
Heath. Cadiz; one son, Garland Holmes, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; one
brother, James Harley McManus, Mayfield; 11 grandchildren; 18
great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Gary Heath will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe Hill. Michael Cook, James Olson, Vijay
*Or
Bhatia and Mike Duncan. Burial will follow in the Woodlawn

Rev. Robert Allen

James Donald Brock

A graveside service for James Donald Brock w ill be Saturday at
10 a.m. at the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield, Ky.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Boy Scouts of
American, Shawnee Trails Council, P.O. Box 487, Owensboro, KY
42302.
Stith Funeral Home, Inc., Florence, Ky., is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Brock,67, Connelly Springs, N.C., formerly of Murray, Ky.,
and Mayfield, Ky.,died Friday. May 13, 2005. at Florence Park Care
Center, Florence, Ky.
He was a licensed clinical social worker and ordained minister of
United Methodist Church.
During his career as a social worker, he worked in copununity
mental health settings, hospitals and correctional institutions. From
1959 to 1962 he served as a missionary in Liberia building schools
and churches that stand today. He was currently employed by the
North Carolina Department of Corrections.
Born Nov. 22, 1937, he was the son of the late James Herbert
Brock and Tinie Claxon Brock of Mayfield. One brother, John, preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Rebekah Brock Duchette,
Florence, Ky., two sons, Don Brock Jr., Dahlonega, Ga.. and
Michael Brock, Watkinsville, Ga., their spouses, and six grandchildren.

FBI: Russian hand grenade
was a threat to Bush's life
WASHINGTON ( AP) - A
hand grenade that landed within
100 feet of President Bush during his visit last week to a former Soviet republic was a threat
to his life and the safety of the
tens of thousands in the crowd.
the FBI said Wednesday.
The grenade was live but did
not explode.
The White House. which initially said Bush never was in
danger, said the incident May 10
in the Georgia's capital has led
to a review of security at presidential events.
FBI agents are still investigating in Tbilisi, where tens of
thousands of people heard Bush
speak in strong support of
Georgia's efforts at democratic
development.
It was unclear how much

danger the president laced.
According to the FBI's initial
investigation, the grenade failed
to explode only because of a
malfunction. The activation
device deployed too slowly to
hit the blasting cap hard enough.
agent Bryan Paarmann said.
The grenade was a knockoff
of a Soviet-designed RGD-5, a
fragmentation grenade with a
lethal range of about 100 feet,
according to a source ffamiliarwith the incident, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
"We consider this act to be a
threat against the health and
welfare of both the president of
the United States and the president of Georgia as well as the
% multitude of Georgian people
that had turned out at this
event." Paamiann said.
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Computer Solutions
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SICK

Co.uorri A Vaal&

Estate Settlement Sale

Services Offered
*House Calls
'Component Upgrades
*Software Upgrades
Repair
*Speed Increases
•General Maintenance
*Some Networks Installed & Set Up
•Virus Removal
•Custom Built Computers
*System & Network Consulting

Faye Finley

Finley's Jewelers
SAVE ON GIFTS FOR EVERYONE!

PC DOCTOR • Murray
tho_pcdoctor@charterAmet • 270-226-9577
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Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever. sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in Children and adults.

LOWEST PRICES MI OUR 44 YEAR 11/STORY
The final decision has been made. Finley's
Jewelers is Going Out of Business. We must
liquidate One million dollars worth of
Diamonds and Fine Jewelry! Everything
must be sold. Nothing will be held back
during this storewide Going Out of Business
- Estate Settlement Sale at Finley's Jewelers,
on the Court Square in downtown Murray.

••••

No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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Kiwanis Club Makes Donation

Kiwanis Club Makes Donation

Sparks couple will speak
at New Beginnings meeting
The New Beginnings Ministry will meet
Saturday at the fellowship hall of St. Leo
Catholic Church, Murray, on Saturday. A
potluck meal will be served at 6:30 p.m.
Phil and Debbie Sparks will be the guest
speakers for the free program on "Basic
Counseling Skills for Christians." The meeting will conclude about 9:30 p.m.
New Beginnings is a branch of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry and exists to supJo's
port, encourage and train those who deal
with themDatebook with incarceration issues either
informamore
one.
For
loved
or
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selves
Burkeen
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at 753Wright
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Ron
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Community
0156. The public is invited.
Editor

Portfolios available at North

Photo provided
Brenda Call, president of Kiwanis Club, presented a
donation to Zachary Baker, senior at Murray High
School, for MHS Project Graduation.

Photo provided
Brenda Call, president of Kiwanis Club, presented a
lonation to Ryan Berberich, senior at Calloway County
High School, for CCHS Project Graduation.

Students of Month

Massey's Citgo Makes Donation

Students who were in the fourth grade and completed a
portfolio in the years 1998-99, 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 may
pick up their portfolios in the North Elementary School office
on Friday, Monday and Wednesday. After that time, the portfolios will be shredded. For information call 753-7335.

Methodist youth plan event
The youth of First United Methodist Church of Murray
will hold its annual pancake breakfast on Saturday from 7 to
10 a.m. in the church's Christian Life Center at 503 Maple
St. Tickets are $3 for adults and $1 for children under 10 for
the breakfast. Other activities will continue until noon. All
proceeds will benefit the youth's summer mission trips.

Tanner Cox promotion Saturday
Universal Kids Center on Ky. Highway 94 East will have
a fund raiser for Tanner Cox on Saturday from 10 a.m. to
noon. This will be -Tumble for Tanner" for a $10 donation.
Tanner is a 10-yer-old with brain cancer and is now taking
treatment at St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
For information call the center at 759-4787.

Kirksey Day on Saturday
The second annual Kirksey Day will be Saturday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. with activities for both children and adults on
the grounds of Kirksey United Methodist Church. Music, food,
softball game, Health Express, Calloway County Rescue Squad,
etc., will be featured. The public is invited to attend and to
bring lawn chairs for seating. For information call Michael
Harrison at 489-6140.

Make A Difference Day Saturday
Photo provided
Calloway County Middle School's Sixth Grade
Students of the Month for May are (from left) Michelle
Smith, Jonathan Edwards, Victoria Winchester and
Laken Mitchell. These students were chosen because
of outstanding character, work habits, behavior and
cooperation with their peers and teachers.

•
Our Registered
• Bridal Couples:
Cristina Garcia
& Peter O'Rourke
•
Whitney Morris
•
•
& Mike Cooper
•
•
•

•

Julia Wilson
& Mitch Ryan

•

Lane Dennison
& David Richardson
Joni Flegle
& Jared Gibson

•
•
Laura DeBerry
& Chad Thornsbrough
•
•
Danielle Belt
& James Lane
•
•
•
Brandi Wilson
& Steve Wilson
•
•
Amber Alexander
•
& Will Ryan
•

•
•
•

•

•

Misty Ernstberger
& Tracy Dunn

Erin Grogan
Liz Justin Lewis
•

•
•

Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver

•

Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
•

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd
•

•

Jessie Radke
& Jeff Leddy
Kelly Harris
& Matthew Oakley
Trish Spengler
& Eric Evenstade

•

•

yin ive Rose
(Syorik
•

McGee wins bicycle

We seek
peace,
knowing that
peace is the
climate of
freedom.

Blood drive will be Sunday
A blood drive for Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood
Bank will be Sunday from noon to 3 p.m. in the Christian
Life Center of First United Methodist Church.

is

Parent Connection is tonight
Parent Connection Gathering will be tonight at 6:30 p.m.
at Ryan's Steak House in Murray. The purpose of these gatherings is to allow parents of military children to interact with
other parents of military children and to share information,
stories, successes, frustrations and pictures. This is a support
for parents, but everyone is invited. For more information call
Terry Muir at 1-270-559-5152.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

•

Monster-In-Law
PG13 - 7:30- 9:35

House of Wax
R- 7:25 - 9:50
XXX:State of the Union
PG13 - 9:10

•

Trldar REgiStly (Ye glITS •
University Square • 12th St.
12701 754-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
•
•
•
•

Christian Women to meet Friday
Christian Women of Murray will have a luncheon on Friday at 10 a.m. in the social hall of First United Methodist
Church. This is open to all interested persons. For luncheon
reservations at $5 per person call 753-3999 or 753-4683.

Kicking & Screaming
PG - 7:15 - 9:20

,Showing On 2 Screens .

Hitchhiker's Guide
PG - 7:00
Program information Cat 75.334

CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED! •
•
• We Also Offer 'Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Same Day Shipping •
•
•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing
•
•
*Color
&
B&W
Copies,
Fadng,
Laminating
•
•
•
*Mailbox Rental *Freight Selvices
•
••
•
•
4111111.11.1111/011.1111.111#1 •
•
10% Off Your First Month's Shipping •
•
•
•
12•ISINtedtokrlby •
•
FA*8am -7 p.m., Sot. 9ct.m.-4 p.m
•
•
•
762-9103
• Locaiy ovmoo Operated

TNE UPS STORE

Universal Kentucky Cheer (UKC) will have a rebate night
at Mr. Gatti's starting at 5 p.m. today. Customers are asked
to tell the cashier they are there for UKC which represents
cheeerleaders from Murray, Calloway, Marshall and Henry
counties.

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Kim Jastremswki, CLEC, at 759-4746.

-Dwight D. Eisenhower

Kingdom of Heaven
R - 6:50 - 9:45
Star Wars: Episode III
PG13 - 6:40 - 7:05
9:40- 10:00

UKC plans promotion

Mother to Mother Group to meet

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY 26
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

Emma Shaw
& Steve Morrison

Jessica Lemons
& Ross Molle

Photo provided
Matt Butterworth (left) and Joey Saddoris (right)
accepted a donation from Hugh Massey, owner of
Massey's Citgo„ for Calloway Guilty High School's
Project Graduation.
7.2,
•-

The 51st Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the parking lot of Murray State University
Roy Stewart Stadium. Recycling will be taken of all types of
paper tied in bundles; eye glasses; ink jet cartridges; aluminum cans; cell phones; plastic; glass; tin cans; and used
motor oil. Also received will be new milt and undqrwear for
school children and old clothes by the
Kevil Center of
Mayfield. For more information call NB- Wells at 759-9592.

Poker Run, Ham Breakfast planned
Photo provided
Nicole McGee (center) was the lucky winner of the
bicycle donated by Tina Dunn, librarian, (left) for the
Most Improved Reader for the 2004-2005 school year at
Murray Elementary School. Also pictured is Janet
Caldwell, principal. Every nine weeks each teacher
would drop a name in Dunn's special hat for the student who had improved their reading skills the most
during the nine week period. Dunn drew the name on
Tiger Cub News and McGee's name was drawn. Dunn
plans several activities to encourage reading throughout the year.

Read the Community pages

Magic Tan Special - $15

thrESIENTIAL DAY 5PA
AT'

AVEDA
it. • \lin I d, •

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons
will have a Poker Run and Ham Breakfast on Saturday at the
lodge hall on Highway 464, east of Almo. Breakfast will be
served from 6 to 10 a.m. for a $5 donation. Persons do not
have to participate in the Poker Run to attend the breakfast.
Registration at $15 per person for the Poker Run will be
from 6 to 10:30 a.m. The donation will go for the 2006 Relay
for Life. For more information contact Richard Crittendon at
753-6919 or by e-mail: murray_racetrack@hotmail.com.

Glory Bound will be tonight
The Messengers and Margie Black will be the featured
groups at Glory Bound Entertainment tonight from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill Alton at 753-1592.

NIur
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ASK FOR

ZE
RO
PAYMENTS &

MONTHS

LOW E'S

If PAID IN FULL

INTEREST FOR

within 12 Months

on any purchase of $299 or more on your Lowas Consumer
Credit Card NOW through 05/30/05

improving Home Improvement'

780 °
MI 8' Retaining Wall Block
x 3'H x 13'W 'Maintenance-free,
requinse no /honer Ode& for creating
terraces, planters, garden borders and
tree rings 'Colors vary by stores

.$78

Ouikrete
50 b. Concrete Mix

DELTA

10° Compound Miler Saw
•13-amp, 120-volt .5,200 rpm •Clear
retractable blade guard 'Includes 10'
40400th carbide tipped blade, dust
bag and blade wrench #21384
Urnit one per customw

•Onginal 4000 psi average
compressive strength blend
of portland cement sand,
and gravel or stone *Just
add water •Use for any
general concrete work
*222710

special values
5 days only: May 19-23
••••/.../••••••••

11111

11111

78

$48 16

0 Per sq. ft.

11

Pointer
12" x 12" Cathedral Sepia
Glazed Porcelain Tile

$42

Gallon

5.5 HP(Pealg Shop Vac
.0n-board accessory storage and wide-stance
dolly system .12 power cord 'Quiet motor *48914

•Smooth texture .V2 shade 'Classic style *4 PEI
durability *Easy to clean "Stain resistant *Indoor
and outdoor application 044.372

Lima one per custom,

15/32"x4'it8'
4 Pty Sheathing Plywood
*Use for roofs, walls, subfloors when used
under underlayment 'Construction grade
panels #12247

Faking Ch.lr

WASP&
HORNET

$17.57

Name Brand
Major Appliances

WASP&
HORNET

KILLER
ir
S.•••••,/,/
VI•1•• 1//••
P/m. %Os
•IA1•I••
••••••••

#52894

CLEARANCE

upAc

•
t.

6' Poking Table
.72' x 30' *Polyethylene tabletop *Lightweight •Ind0c./
outdoor use *Stronger, more durable than wood *MI not
crack, chip, or peel #124784

_daft

4

10%to
9
is
is

$7
97
I
1

qt

$
6
97 2-6 oz. Cans

$
2
47 2-17 oz. Cans

$
4
97 10" Pot

Twin Pack Wasp and Hornet Kier
...Fast knockdown Of weeps and hornets
'Aerosol 'Kills mem hornets, yellow

Floweing Hinging Basket
'Choose from Peturdss, Begonias
(shown). knpatiens and more ought
rsguirements and height vary with
species 1090639

.•••••

OWER PRICE!
Mosquito Killer Concentrate
4011e on contact 'Lasts for weeks
*Also ldb Seas, ticks, and 58 other
pests 1117912

EVERYDAY

LOW PRICES
GUARANTEED

Twin Pack Backwoods
Unscented Insect RepelleM
•Proven effective under the most
severe conditions 'Unscented
protection *163463

Find a Lower Price,
and we'll match it,
PLUS take an
additional 10% offl

jackets, mud daubers, and tent coopers
*Kill time is immediate *195481

25%off
Select refrigeration, cooking
laundry and dishwasher Items.
quantitisa SttlIs and'Motion rriiN wry.
Priced as merited See Acre tor MO.

For the Lowe's nearest you, call
1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com

Nose may vary— may 23, 2006,I thee me mutat variellore See Store ear Wale segerdIng prealtne warreilles. We men* the tight to arra
quantIblia 'Amble to WhOls-Altolifth th-etars Ounthethe Seel Of filen media 4/13Ke IMMO 5101/06 on
a Levan ottneener oredll cod atcart. No
weheef Portents webs mauled and no Irma,deeps *5 be samesped en tile prorno pun:base I you pay the loitosing *A within it mare*(1)the promo wove* smarm
am an gm
oPeofie coke InounincedObt cwowehiewn drew
meessed on the promo porthole Amount trom the date of the pusthees and merle* payments MI be required Standard
de rot Mew* ewe.' we Ws
account teem apply to ifiOn-prornO purchases APP a 2111 139%
tor purcltheth of 32 000 or morel Min 'Mono* charge is 111.00 ISO in 114.
approval. Excl. Etuelneas Accounts 02003 to Lowe's. All rtghts reserved. Lowes and the gable design are registered trademarks of IF. LLC. 050602-1
Ober is lemma ye mat
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Myers Interviewed

Scott Interviewed

Photo provided
SHERRY MCCIAIN/MSU photo

High school seniors interviewed at Murray State
University recently during Academic Excellence Day
for MSU's most prestigious scholarships, the
Presidential and the John W. Carr scholarships.
Pictured with Dr. Don Robertson (left), vice president
for student affairs at MSU, is Tia Myers of Murray.
Myers is a student at Calloway County High School
and is the daughter of Barry and Ginger Smith.

Cooper will graduate
from Christian Fellowship
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
Taylor Cooper. son of Greg
and Darlene Cooper of Almo,
will graduate with honors at
the commencement at Christian Fellowship High School on
Saturday.
Cooper accumulated a grade
point average of 4.0 throughout high school. He was named
salutatorian of the graduating
class and was voted "Most Likely to Succeed- and "Most Studious- of the class.
He is a member of Beta
Club, president of Honors Society, vice president of Spanish
Club and editor of the school
nev,•spaper. He is a member of
National Society of High School
Scholars and was named to
Taylor Cooper
-Who's Who Among AmenHigh ,School Scholars." He versity where he plans to attend
is a member of Christian Fel- in the fall majoring in interlowship Church
national business.
Cooper has received the John
He is the grandson of GerW. Carr Four-Year Scholarship, . aid and. Rose Walkar. of Dexand the Rock Memorial Schol- ter abd Gerald and Lynda Cooparship from Murray State Uni- er of Murray.

Courtney
named
Jamie Courtney of Murray
has been recognized for academic achievement as a national honor roll award winner by
the United States Achievement
Academy.
Courtney attends Murray
Middle School. Her biography
will appear in the academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of James
and Jill Courtney of Murray.
Her grandparents are Robert
Hatcher of Paducah and James
Courtney of Beulah.

Catherine Sivils of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
(right) presents a donation to Mitchell Handegan, Emily
Brewer and Ed Brewer for the MES School Odyssey.

SHERRY MCCLAIN/Mal photo

High school seniors interviewed at Murray State
University recently during Academic Excellence Day
for MSU's most prestigious scholarships, the
Presidential and the John W. Carr scholarships.
Pictured with Dr. Don Robertson (left), vice president
for student affairs at MSU, is Kelly Scott of Murray.
Scott is a student at Calloway County High School and
is the daughter of Leslie and Sandca Scott.

MCCH donates to MES
Odyssey of the Mind
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital recently donated funds
to the Murray Elementary
School Odyssey.
The donation was to the
Mind Qualifying Team for their
journey to the Odyssey of the
Mind World Championship
competition at the University
of Colorado campus in Boulder.
The team, Laugh-A-Lots,
qualified for the world competition after qualifying at district, regional and state levels.
Catherine Swills, director of

planning and marketing at
MCCH, made the presentation
to Mitchell Handegan, Emily
Brewer and Ed Brewer, all representatives of the Odyssey of
the Mind program at MES.
The Odyssey of the Mind
program requires from its competitors the ability to solve a
specific problem by using the
most creative and imaginative
means possible in developing
the solution.
This is the first year for the
program at MES.

Special events planned
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Special events are scheduled
at Land Between the Lakes for
the coming weekend.
Deep Impact-Rendezvous
with a Comet & Ring World
will be at Golden Pond Planetarium from Monday through
the next Sunday. Shows will
be at 10 and 11 a.m. and 1,2
and 3 p.m. on weekends and
at noon and 2 p.m. on weekdays.
"Hands-On-History: Barking
Up the Rig
Saturday at
Homeplace. Late
season to collect elm, hickory
or poplar bark for chair bottoming, baskets, buckets or even
to repair horse harness. The bark
can be stripped, split and used
immediately, or it can be dried
and stored for later use. The
event will be at tool barn as
hickory bark is prepared for
chair bottoming or other uses.

-The Road (s) Less Traveled: LBL Tour" will be Saturday from I to 4 p.m. at the
Nature Station. This is limited
to 20 participants and reservations are required by calling
1-270-924-2020. Also at the
Nature Station Saturday at 2:30
p.m. will be the program,"Hummingbirds Are Here." Sunday events at the Nature
Station will be "Search for
Center Furnace- from I to 3
p.m. and "Let's Read About
24..;
8
1101
S,
olt• ,10
m I to 3 p.m.'id
e
Homeplace. Following the traditional country dancing,lemonade will be served.
For more information call toll
free at 1-800-LBL-7077 or I 270-924-2000 or visit LBL's
website at www.lbl.org.

Hall
named
Leah Hall has been named
a national award winner in
mathematics by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Hall, a student at Calloway
County High School, was nominated for the award by her
math teacher, Darra Benson.
Her biography will appear
in the academy yearbook.
Hall is the daughter of Susie
Hall of Murray and Jeff Hall
of Mayfield. She is the granddaughter of Don Robinson of
Manchester and the late Mary
Robinson of Murray.

Leah Hall

Sewing By Steven
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
Qesign,Service Available

ore Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

To subscribe call 753-1916

Jamie Courtney

NOW BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
*Will pick up cars

KEY AUTO PARTS

Please join us for a free educational seminar on
Common Foot Problems.

Home of 25 Acres of Car & Truck Parts
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

STORE LIQUIDATION
EVERY7W/A/C MUST CO//I
ANTIQUE DISPLAY CASES • ANTIQUE FURNISHINGS
OLD STORE COUNTERS
1913 NATIONAL CASH REGISTER
All Store Inventory
50% OFF

Antiques up to

30%

hollyhocks
DQWNTOWN MURRAY • 759-1661

OFF

Tuesday, May 24th, 6 p.m.
Stewart County Public Library
102 Natcor Drive
Dover, TN 37058
Presented by:
Mike Calfee, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgeon
Foot and Ankle Fellowship
This Seminar will provide valuable information on:
• Bunions
• Hammer Toes
• Morton's Neuroma
• Plantor Fascitis/Heel Pain
• Conservative treatment vs. surgery
To register, or to receive
more information or
directions to the
seminar please call:

731-644-FIND (3463)
or
1-800-246-2508.
301 Tyson Avenue • Paris, TN 38242 • 731-642-1220
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MHS doubles team advances
Calloway's Hudson
in 3rd round today

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Murray High
doubles team of Aaron Polivick and
Jonathon Raj were the only local competitors to advance past the second round of
Wednesday's boys' First Region tennis tournament action, held at Paducah Tilghman's
Chad Gamble Courts.
Polivick and Raj, who defeated the
Mayfield team of Linn-Nowlin 6-1, 6-0 in
yesterday's first-round play, topped the
Community Christian team of Fort-Wilson
7-6, 6-7, 7-5 to win their second-round contest.
In other doubles play featuring local
teams, the Calloway County duo of Bradley

First Region Tennis Tournament
Black and Kyle Wade won their first-round
matchup against Hall-Myers of Mayfield 60,6-4, but fell to the St. Mary team of HuntLove 6-0, 6-0 in the second round.
Calloway County's other doubles team,
Jeromy Cantrell and Chris Conner, were
defeated 6-4, 6-3 by Fort-Wilson of
Community Christian in the first round.
In singles play, Murray's Bradley Black
and Calloway's Eric Underhill both won
their first-round matches, but both dropped
their second-round contests.
Black defeated Ryan Weldon of Graves
County 6-0,6-0, but fell to Mayfield's Tyler
Glover 6-2, 6-1. Underhill reached the second round with a 6-2, 2-6, 7-5 victory over
Community Christian's Jordan Harbin, but
was up-ended by Thomas Bailey of Lone
Oak 6-0, 6-0.
CCHS teammate Josh Price fell to No. 5

seed Chris Dallas of Heath 6-4, 6-4. Murray
High's Derek Nance was eliminated by J.J.
Beasley of Mayfield 7-6, 6-2 in the first
round.
Quarterfinal play in both the boys' and
girls' tournaments will be held today at the
Gamble Courts, beginning at 4 p.m.
Calloway County's Nicole Hudson and
Murray High's Blair Lane were scheduled to
compete in singles play today.
Hudson reached the quarterfinals with a
pair of wins on Tuesday. She defeated
Community Christian's Casie Stigal 6-3, 7-5
before defeating Graves County's Emily
Green 6-4, 5-0, with Green retiring from the
match, in the second round. The score was
incorrectly reported in Wednesday's Ledger
& Times.
Lane, the tournament's fourth seed,
reached the third round by defeating St.
Mary's Jennifer Colgan 6-0, 6-7, 6-4.

2005 NBA Playoffs

Nash paces Suns,114-108
Phoenix
takes 3-2
lead over
Mavericks

6

20
MI&

PHOENIX (AP) — He
might be the best passer in
the NBA, he can score in
bunches when he feels it's
necessary, and he can even
outhustle towering foes for
rebounds.
Steve Nash. Phoenix's
mop-haired maestro, had it
all going for him in a masterful, triple-double performance that led the Suns to a
114-108 victory over Dallas
on Wednesday night and a 32 lead in the Western
Conference semifinals.
One more victory and the
team that accomplished the
third-biggest turnaround in
NBA history — from 29 regular-season victories to an
NBA-best 62 — will be in
the conference finals.
Nash had 34 points, 13
rebounds and 12 assists —
the third career triple-double
for the league's MVP,and his
first in the playoffs.
"What more can I say?
Thank God he can do that,"
Suns coach Mike D'Antoni
said."He almost had a tripledouble in the first half."
Nash's big game came on
the heels of his career-playoff
high 48 points in Phoenix's
119-109 loss at Dallas in
Game 4.
"I always love to see my
teammates have fun, get their
energy up," Nash said, "but
at the same time, being one of
the best shooters on the team,
I have to shoot when I'm
open. I just have to find that
balance and shoot when I'm
open, and find my teammates
when they are."
With Game 6 Friday in
Dallas, history is on the
Suns' side. When there's
been a 2-2 tie, the victor in
Game 5 has gone on to win
the series 84 percent of the
time.
"Nash played like an
MVP tonight. We had no
answers for him," Dallas
coach Avery Johnson said.
On Thursday night, San

The Cardinals' Yadier Molina (41) gets a tap on the helmet
from Abraham Nunez after his three-run home run off
Phillies' starter Jon Lieber in the third inning Wednesday
in Philadelphia.

Homers lift
Cardinals over
Abreu, Phillies

The Suns' Steve Nash looks to pass during the second quarter of Game 5 of a
Western Conference semifinal series Wednesday against the Dallas Mavericks at
America West Arena in Phoenix. The Suns won 114-108 to go up 3-2 behind Nash's
34 points.
Antonio is at Seattle, and
Detroit is at Indiana. The Spurs
and Pistons each lead their
respective series 3-2.
At Phoenix, Jim Jackson,
the 13-year NBA veteran
moved into the starting lineup
for the injured Joe Johnson,
made seven of eight shots in

the fourth quarter for 15 of his
21 points. Amare Stoudemire
bounced back from his 15point performance in Game 4
with 33 points and a careerplayoff high 18 rebounds — 21
points and 12 rebounds in the
second half. Shawn Marion
added 16 points and 10

rebounds for the Suns,
Dirk Nowitzki had 34 points
and 10 rebounds for the
Mavericks, who led 55-48 at
the half and were up 77-76
after three quarters. Jerry
Stackhouse scored 29 points
off the bench, while Josh
Howard added 19 points.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The St. Louis Cardinals retired
Bobby Abreu when it mattered
most.
Yadier Molina hit a three-run
homer and Albert Pujols added a
two-run shot, helping the
Cardinals overcome another
homer by Abreu in an 8-4 victory over the
Philadelphia
Phillies
on
Wednesday
night.
Abreu hit a
three-run drive
in the sixth inning, giving him
homers in nine of the last 10
games. By that time, the Phillies
already trailed 8-0.
Abreu had a chance to tie the
game in the ninth after the
Phillies loaded the bases against
Jason Isringhausen, but he
'struck out to end it.
"It wasn't the matchup I
wanted," Isringhausen ,said.
"The first pitch was a ffistball
right down the middle. When I
threw it, I said, 'Please don't
swing.' Then I threw three
curves. I didn't want to walk
him. If he hits a homer, it's a tie
game. I wanted to throw strikes
and keep him in the park."
After
Abreu
took
Isringhausen's fastball for a
strike, he didn't get another
good pitch to hii
"I was just trying to put the
ball in play." Abreu said, adding
that he froze on the fastball.
Chris
Carpenter
(6-2)
allowed three runs and five hits,
striking out seven in six innings
for his second straight win.
"I felt like I battled out there,
but I made good pitches when I
had to make them," Carpenter
said.
Pujols gave the Cardinals a 20 lead in the third when he sent
a 2-2 pitch from Jon Lieber deep

into the left-center field seats for
his 10th homer.
Molina made it 5-0 with a
three-run shot later in the inning.
Lieber struck out Jim Edmonds
and John Mabry after Pujols'
homer, but Mark Grudzielanek
singled and Abraham Nunez
walked. Molina then hit a liner
into the left-field stands for his
first homer.
"I feel more comfortable,"
said Molina, who struggled
early in the season. "They're
giving me more at-bats and I
feel much better right now."
Grudzielanek had an RBI single in the fifth to chase Lieber
and Nunez added a run-scoring
groundout.
Lieber (5-3) gave up seven
runs — six earned — and seven
hits in four-plus innings, his
shortest outing of the season.
He's 1-3 since winning his first
four starts, and has allowed 12
earned runs in his last two outings.
"The last two starts he hasn't
been the same guy we saw in
spring training and early this
season," Phillies manager
Charlie Manuel said. "He's having trouble with command and
location."
The last-place Phillies were
seeking just their third threegame winning streak of the season. The NL Central-leading
Cardinals have won five of
seven.
NOTES: Abreu extended his
hitting streak to 11 games and
tied a team record by driving in
a run in 10 straight games. Pinky
Whitney also did it in 1931.
Abreu has 11 of his 12 homers
in May. Mike Schmidt holds the
club record with 12 homers in
May of 1980. ... Phillies IB
Ryan Howard was a late scratch
from the lineup because of a
sore left hamstring.

Selig's stance has changed since last trip to Capitol Hill

WASHINGTON (AP) —
When Major League Baseball
commissioner Bud Selig testified before Congress in March,
he defended his sport's steroids
policy against withering criticism, calling it "as good as any
in professional sports."
He also said he had agreed to
shorter penalties "on the theory
that behavior modification
should be the most important
goal."
Back on Capitol Hill on
Wednesday, Selig articulated
other goals: wiping out steroids
in • baseball and restoring the
game's reputation.
"I'm proud of this sport, and
I've been saddened by what I've
read, what I've heard. Do I think
a lot of it has been unfair? I do.

But it's up to us to take the next
step and that is to remove any
doubt. There should be no
equivocation about what this
sport wants, what it did about it
and how it cleaned it up," Selig
said,
"This sport probably has
never been more popular ... but
the sport shouldn't tolerate for a
scintilla of a second a question
about its integrity."
He joined management and
labor leaders from the NBA,
NHL and Major League Soccer
in testifying Wednesday before a
House Energy and Commerce
subcommittee pursuing legislation on drug testing in sports.
The panel was to hear from
NFL
commissioner
Paul
Tagliabue and NFL Players

Association executive director
Gene Upshaw on Thursday.
Also, NBA commissioner David
Stern, NBA union head Billy
Hunter, Washington Wizards
guard Juan Dixon and Houston
Rockets trainer Keith Jones
were to testify before the
Government
Reform
Committee, which is conducting
its own steroids inquiry.
It was before that panel two
months ago that Selig's defiance
met with disdain,
On Wednesday, the tone was
far Mgt conciliatory, with several lawmakers lauding the commissioner for his recent attempts
to strengthen baseball's drug
program. He testified about the
details of his proposals.
"We need to do this as soon

as possible," he said. "We just
need to keep the intensity and
get it done. So we can quit talking about it:"
Baseball banned steroids in
September 2002 and instituted
mandatory" 10-day suspensions
this season, In a letter to union
head Donald Fehr last month.
Selig suggested that starting in
2006, major league players be
given 50-game suspensions for a
first positive test for steroids.
100-game penalties for a second
positive test and lifetime bans
for a third. Selig also wants to
ban amphetamines.
"Mr. Selig, you've come a
long way," Rep. Fred Upton, RMich., said.

III See SELIG Page 28

Scrutinizing sports and steroids
In the face of congressional scrutiny. professional sports
to tighten its drug policies and game suspensions.
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Odds against Giacomo
BALTIMORE (AP) --- Jerry
Moss had every right to curse
his luck. He could have corn
plained about not getting any
respect.
Instead, the owner of
Kentucky
winner
Derby
Giacomo merely smiled and
joked about his horse's fate.
Fact is, Moss is having too
much fun to get all riled up
about getting the dreaded No. 13
post in Saturday's Preakness and
being installed as the fourth
choice at 6-1.
"We would have preferred
something toward the center, but
we're all on the same track and
we've got a shot at it.," Moss
said Wednesday after the postposition draw. "It doesn't really
matter. It's a number, that's our
position and we'll deal with it."
Despite his stunning victory
in the Derby as a 50-1 long shot,
Giacomo received longer odds
in the Preakness than three Nines he defeated: Afleet Alex (52), High Fly (9-2) and Closing
Argument (5-1).
Pimlico oddsnYaker Frank
Carulli made Giacomo a 6-1
choice after considering what
the rest of the field thought
about beating the Derby winner.
"Last year, Smarty Jones ...
'No we can't.- Carulli said.
"This year. Giacomo ... 'Yes we
can.
The last time the Derby winner did not go off as the
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trig gate was first used. only six horses hay
started in the Preakness from post Nos. 13 and
. 14
and none have won.
.‘ full field of 14 3-year-olds was entered for

David Bing 901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

ma
the stamina and whatever it took
to win that race against a deep
field of quality horses," Moss
said. "1 think he'll prove himself
again. He's a very consistent
horse."
Giacomo will start outside
Afleet Alex, who finished third
in the Derby. Tim Ritchey, trainer for the favorite, also would
have preferred to be closer to the
rail than the 12-hole. But he didn't have much choice after the
lottery left him picking 12th
among the 14 entrants.

Yanks fumble away win'
streak against Mariners

AP

By The Associated Press
After beating up on Oakland and
Seattle for 10 games, the New York
Yankees beat someone else: themselves.
Meanwhile. Boston's David Wells wasn't."-gtoing to beat anyone the way he
pitched.
The Red Sox got a poor effort on the
mound, the Yankees were dismal in the
field, and the two AL East powers completed their trips to the West Coast with
ugly losses Wednesday.
Wells lasted only 1 1-3 innings against,
the Athletics'in his return from the disabled list, his shortest outing since June 8,
2001, with the Chicago White Sox, when
he faced five Cubs batters without getting
an out. He yielded seven runs and nine
hits, sending Oakland to a 13-6 victory.
"A bad day is a bad day, and there's
nothing you can do about it," Wells said.
The Yankees learned that lesson in
Seattle. Seeking their first 11-game winning streak in nearly 20 years, they committed three errors, couldn't hold a pair of

four-run leads, and lost 7-6 to the Mariners
when Jason Giambi struck out on three
pitches with the bases loaded in the ninth.
After 10 straight wins - all against
Oakland and Seattle - the Yankees were
trying to come back to New York for the
Subway Series at Shea Stadium with their
first 11-game winning streak since Aug. 31
to Sept. 10, 1985.
But Jeremy Reed reached third base in
the eighth on left fielder Tony Womack's
error, New York's third of the game, and
scored the go-ahead run on Miguel Olivo',
single off Tom Gordon (0-3). .
"We gave them too many outs," New
York manager Joe Torre said. "It was not a
pretty game."
In other AL games, it was Chicago 7,
Texas 0; Los Angeles 2, Cleveland I;
Minnesota 3. Toronto 2; Detroit 6, Tampa
Bay 4; and Baltimore 7, Kansas City 4.
The Yankees led 4-0 in the first after
Alex Rodriguez's three-run homer, his
major league-leading 14th. They were still
ahead 6-4 in the sixth before their defense
let them down.
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You are cordially invited to be a part
of the madness.
For 3 months, $19.99

will be

the price.

Really, it's like falling down a rabbit hole
where everyone's gone mad. Don't be late,
this offer ends May 311

American League
All Times CDT
East Don
W L Pot GB
Baltimore
26 13.887
Boston
23 17.575 3 112
Toronto
21 19.525 5 1/2
New York
21 20.512
6
Tampa Bay
14 27.341
13
Central Division
W L Pot GB
Chicago
29 12.707 Minnesota
22 16.579 5 1/2
Detroit
19 19.500 8 1/2
Cleveland
17 22.436
11
Kansas City
11 29275171/2
West Division
W L Pct GB
Los Angeles
23 17.575 Texas
21 20.512 2 12
Oakland
16 24.400
7
Seattle
7
16 24.400
Wednesday's Games
L.A. Angels 2, Cleveland 1
Chicago White Sox 7, Texas 0
Oakland 13, Boston 6
Detroit 6. Tampa Bay 4
Minnesota 3. Toronto 2
Baltimore 7. Kansas City 4
Seattle 7. N Y Yankees 6
Today's Games
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 0-4) at Detroit
(Boriderman 5-2). 12:05 p.m.
Toronto (Criagn 4-2) at Minnesota
(Mays 2-1), 1210 p.m.
Baltimore (Lopez 2-1) at Kansas City
(R.Hernandez 2-5). 1:05 pm

$650,

Preakness favorite was 2001, No. 13 post.
when Monarchos was the slight
Since 1983, horses leaving
second choice behind Point from the No. 8 post and outward
Given, who won the race.
are 4-for-73. Since 1917,
"I don't think my horse Preakness starters leaving from
knows his odds," Moss said. "It the I3-hole post are 0-for-12.
just gives his fans an opportuniBut Giacomo was better than
ty to make some more money, 19 horses in the Derby, so Moss
which is great."
isn't concerned about taking on
Giacomo pulled off the sec- 13 challengers in the Preakness
ond-biggest upset in Kentucky - including nine that followed
Derby history two weeks ago. him across the finish line two
On Saturday, he will be seeking weeks ago at Churchill Downs.
to do what no Preakness horse
"The Derby was a cavalry
has done before: win from the charge, but don't forget, he had

The Yankees' Derek Jeter heads back to
the dugout after striking out to end the
top of the eighth inning against the
Seattle Mariners on Wednesday. The
Mariners won 7-6.
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National League
East Division
W L Pet GB
23 17.575
Atlanta
Florida
21 18.568 1/2
1
22 18.550
Washington
New York
22 19 537 1 1/2
18 23.439 5 1/2
Philadelphia
Crentral Division
W L Pet GB
St Louis
25 14.641
6
19 20.487
Mihvaukee
18 20.474 6 112
Chicago
17 21.447 7 1/2
Pittsburgh
Houston
15 24.385
10
Cincinnati
14 26.35011 1/2
Wein Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
25 16.610
1
Arizona
24 17.585
Los Angeles
22 18.550 21/2
San Francisco
19 20 487
5
11 26.297
12
Colorado
Wedrwisday's Gams,
Chicago Cubs 3, Pittsburgh 2
N.Y. Mots 10, Cincinnati 6
Florida 8, L.A. Dodgers 3
San Diego 8, Atlanta 4
San Francisco 3, Colorado 2
Washington 1, Milwaukee 0
Si Louis 8, Philadelphia 4
Arizona 7, Houston 6
Todars Game
Milwaukee(Santo 1-3) at Washington
(L.Hernanclez 6-2). 12:05 P.m.
St Louis (Marquis 5-2) at Philadelphia
(Myers 3-2), 12:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Tornko 3-5) at Colorado
(Francis 3-1), 2:05 p.m.
Arizona (Halsey 2-2) at Houston
(Clemens 3-1), 7:05 p.m.
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SportsBriefs
Calloway County's Laker Basketball Camp will be held June 6-9
for grades 2-9. For grades 2-5, camp will be held from 9 to 11 a.m. each
day. For grades 6-9, camp will be held from 12:30 to 3 p.m. The camp

w

includes various competilons, camp T-shirts, guest speakers and a selfimprovement program. Applications may be picked up at the Trophy
Case, Mr. Gattis, or at any Calloway County school. For more information, contact Laker coach Terry Birdsong at 762-7374, Ext. 205

fa
I.

S'

MI Murray High's Lady Tiger Basketball Camp will be held June 6-10
for grades P-12. For grades P-4, camp will be held from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m
(first session). For grades 5-12, camp will be held from noon to 2 p.m.
(second session). Registration for the first session will be held at 8:30
a.m. on June 6. and at 11:30 a.m. for the second session on June 10.
Grade levels are for the past school year 2004-05. Each Player will
receive a camp t-shirt, and awards will be given. For more information,
contact Rechelle Turner at 753-5202 or 767-0358.
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From Page 1B

cionless employee drug testing.''
He said the legislation, if enactFehr, meanwhile, took the ed, might call
for an unconstitubrunt of the criticism-and also tional
government-mandated
delivered the strongest rebukes' search
without probable cause,
of the proposed Drug Free which would
violate the Fourth
Sports Act, which would govern Amendment.
all U.S. pro sports.
He and other executives
"Are the major league play- called the
penalties too harsh,
ers pushing you to keep these with Fehr saying: "A
two-year
penalties where they are, or is it suspension
for a first offense
you who is pushing to keep the would, as
a practical matter, end
penalties where they are?" bill the player's
career in the vast
co-sponsor Marsha Blackburn, majority
of circumstances."
R-Tenn., asked Fehr.
After the hearing, subcomFehr told lawmakers that col- mittee
chairman Cliff Stearns, a
lective bargaining was the
Florida Republican, acknowlappropriate way to deal with edged the
penalty and appealsemployment issues, "even matprocess portions of his legislaters as controversial and politi- tion
"might have to be tailored,
cally volatile as random suspifor each of the sports."

EKU's Neubauer signs 1st dass
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) New Eastern Kentucky basketball coach Jeff Neubauer has
signed four players, his first
recruits since becoming the
Colonels' coach last month.
Harrison Brown, a 6-foot-4
guard from Cincinnati; 6-foot-4
guard Mike Rose of Napierville,
Ill.; 6-foot-6 forward Greg
Redford of Richmond, Va.; and
6-foot-6
forward
Jamall
Douglas of Nassau, Bahamas,
have signed with the Colonels.
Brown played at Winton
Woods
High
School
in
Cincinnati before spending last
season at Air Force Academy
Prep School in Colorado

Springs, Colo. As a high school
senior, Brown averaged 10.0
points, 2.2 assists and 1.5 steals
per game.
Rose averaged 19.2 points,
7.5 rebounds, 3.0 steals and 1.8
assists per game as a senior at
Neuqua Valley High School.
Redford,
who
attended
Hermitage High School - the
same school as Eastern assistant
coach David Boyden - averaged 15.6 points and 116
rebounds per game as a senior.
Douglas is a transfer from
Lafayette. As a sophomore last
season, he started 24 of 28
games for Lafayette.

TV, radio
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Today
COLLEGE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2- Georgia Tech at North
Carolina
GOLF
12:30 p.m.
TGC-Nationwide Tour, Hennco
County Open, first round. at Richmond.
Va.
1 p.m.
ESPN2- LPGA, Sybase Classic, first
round, at New Rochelle, N.Y
3 p.m.
USA -PGA Tour, The Colonial, first
round, at Fort Worth, Texas
Midnipid
TGC - women's NCAA Division I
tournament. linels, third round, at
Corvallis. Ore.(delayed tspe)
NBA 11AINCE7IIALL
ABC - Playoffs, conference sem&
flats, gams 6, Detroit at Indians
CIO p.m
PUMAS. C011ieren00
ESPN
nab, game 6. San Antonio at SWIM
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ENTERTAINMENT

rantino digs directing'CV

OS ANGELES (AP) —
(ftlike criminal investigator
Nick Stokes, who's buried alive
in the "CS1: Crime Scene
Investigation" season finale,
Quentin Tarantino didn't fed at
all trapped by working within
the uonfmes of network television.
"It wasn't
a challenge
in
that
regard
because ... I
like
the
show," says
Tarantino,
who
conceived and
Tarantino
directed the
episode. 1just wanted to do my
episode of it. So the format was
all the stuff I embrace. I just
wanted it to be bigger, to feel in
someway like a 'CSI' movie."
TV's top-rated program concludes its fifth season tonight(8
p.m. Eastern) with Tarantino's
two-hour "Grave Danger," subtitled Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 in homage to his most recent feature
project, "Kill Bill," released in
two parts.
Tarantino, who rose to auteur
prominence with 1994's audacious "Pulp Fiction," has seen
every episode of"CSI" — many
watched while shooting "Kill
Bill" in Beijing, where he says
the series played on "what was
called the Adrenaline Channel"
at 6 p.m. on Sunday — his day
off.
Like much of the "CST'audience, he's "fascinated by the
whole forensic thing." And head
criminologist Gil Grissom
(William Petersen) is his
favorite TV character — "the
best detective to come along
since Cctumbo."
Tarattino's unabashed admiration for the series led to his
doing this season's last show.
7'Word spread like wildfire

that Quentin Tarantino was and Grissom facing each other
watching and we all took such like (Robert) DeNiro and (Al)
pride in that, and eventually we Pacino in the middle of 'Heat.' I
started to think if he's such a big needed an actor who could realfan, why don't we ask him to ly hold his own against Billy
write and direct a show," says (Petersen) in that kind of situaexecutive producer/writer Carol tion and John Saxon is the only
Mendelsohn.
actor to ever steal a movie from
Petersen called the filmmak- Marlon Brando," a reference to
er, who immediately accepted. the
1966 Western "The
Working with the show's writing Appaloosa."
team, Tarantino came up with a
Any one of the criminal
script that originally was sup- investigation team could have
posed to be one hour. But as been chosen to be the buriedfilming started, it became clear alive victim, but Mendelsohn
there was enough material to fill gave the job to Fads because "1
two.
didn't think anyone had more
George Earls, who plays raw emotion inside of them at
Stokes, says Tarantino's pres- this point than George. I felt that
ence on the set energized cast he had something that needed to
and crew alike.
come oat."
"So when Quentin came on
Tarantino couldn't agree
that set, everybody had a little more.
pep in'their step, excited to be at
"It was just kind of perfect
work," he recalls. "They were for this character, where
he falls
laughing and smiling. They in the surrogate
family," the
loved being there and after five director says. "He's
kind of the
years, it was like the adrenaline bastard stepchild.
Grissom has
shot that was in 'Pulp Fiction' never really given
it to him 100
that the girl got in the chest. That percent — they did
an episode at
was exactly what our set need- one point about
that — so it was
perfect to see him now as the
Mendelsohn
describes son who has never quite got the
Tarantino's mood while shoot- attention, but now they maybe
ing as "pure joy. There's nothing are going to lose him and they
he would rather be doing ... and realize how valuable he is."
when you see him bring such
Tarantino, who guest-directwide-eyed enthusiasm and ener- ed a
scene for the lurid feature
gy and love for his job, you just
"Sin City," says he had few
say 'I know why I do this!"
problems staying within the
Veteran character actor John bounds of CBS'censors. "I wasSaxon, picked by Tarantino to n't trying to have them (the cast)
guest-star as the criminal mas- cuss," he laughs, "and the
termind in the finale, also was show's pretty far out there
anytaken with the director's spirit.
way."
"He's so overwhelming
But as graphic as regular
enthusiastic. I think it really is "CSI" episodes can
be,
one of his great strengths," Tarantino — who directed an
Saxon says.
episode of NBC's "ER" in 1995
aarantino says he chose — says he created one scene "so
Saxon because his favorite gory I think we are going to
episodes of"CST" have Grissom have to show it in 'black and
"matching wits with another white. But it's a hallucination
mastermind ... I needed a big sequence, so it will work kind of
sequence in the middle with him well like that."
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You have unusual energy and
perception. You do better working with one partner or individual at a time. Don't scatter yourself, if possible. Use self-discipline with finances and avoid
risks. Get past rigid thinking,
and your creativity will soar. In
fact, you become a solutionfinder this year. You will see the
results professionally in the second half of the year. A promotion orpay raise could head your
way. If you are single, you can,
if you wish, kiss that status
goodbye. You certainly draw
many admirers. If you are
attached, you start acting like
newlyweds. Enjoy. Schedule
special getaways together.
LIBRA is full of ideas.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Knowing when to pull
back can and will make all the
difference. You might be overwhelmed by a domestic issue.
Work on new solutions, please.
Don't get locked into negative
thinking. Break past old patterns.
Keep seeking out answers.
Tonight: Go along with another4s
suggestion.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Let your energy flow into
what you must. Listen to suggestions, with the knowledge that
you don't have to agree. Work on
better financial security and wellbeing. Although it might cause
you to revamp your budget, an
idea could be perfect. Consider
a new health program. Tonight:
Wind down.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
***** The Sun enters your
sign, adding to your get-up-andgo. You have ideas, and others
like them. Don't allow an insecurity to get to you. You have
answers and creativity. Lose the
word "no' from your vocabulary.
Tonight: Play the weekend in.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Use your free time to think
through your long-term desires.
Come from a fundamentals point
of view. Basics do count. Revise
your thinking, especially when
talking about security and your
domestic life. You don't need to
verbalize a decision just yet.
Tonight: Happy at home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Speak your mind, but
don't think that everyone hears
you loud and clear. Aim for longterm results. A meeting could
become a lot more important
than you'd anticipated. Freely
brainstorm. ideas just pop up.
Tonight: Hook up with friends.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Know when to pull back
and say no. Start practicing
today. The results you get prove
to be much better. Accept more
responsibility, and you'll get the
results you want. Think about
your public image. You might
want to make an adjustment.
Tonight: Don't count on an early
bedtime.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You are full of fun and
zip. Others want to be around
you. Network and aim for what
you want. Follow your intuition,
and you'll end up in someone's
good graces. Adapt your words
according to whom you are talking to. Listen more. Tonight: Ask
for what you want.
SCOkPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Know when to say little
and listen. Your role is adviser
and listener. A discussion with
someone makes a difference.

Trust this associate. He or she is
on the same team as you.
Tonight: Add a touch of mystery.
Do your famous vanishing act.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Adjust to others rather
than force your way. The more
diplomatic you are, the more others respond to your suggestions.
Friends gather around you, even
at a meeting. Allow more feedback and more people into your
life. Tonight: Get together with
friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others need your feedback and information. Focus on
day-to-day matters, whether it is
your golf game or your work. You
find that efficiency is even more
important than usual. An associate could be uptight. Tonight: Out
late.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your imagination
delights others. You find that others are full of ideas. Go with
spontaneity, and you'll win. A
romance could be budding.
Allow your creativity to flourish.
In some sense you are childlike.
Tonight: Celebrate living.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Settle in and become
more realistic. Emphasize your
family and home. Sometimes
you scatter and get very little
done. Know what you want from
a child or loved one. A partner
makes a big difference. Trust this
person's advice. Tonight: Go
along with another's ideas.
Actor Jimmy Stewart (1908),
actor Bronson Pinchot (1959),
rapper Busta Rhymes (1972)
•••

Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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View Our

You Show Us:
• Average credit
•Presently
Employed

Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

it

We Show You:
•100% loan, no money down
•Flexible. forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate- 30
I
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WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
*Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
*Window Blinds
*Professional Installation
*100% Satisfaction Guarantee
*All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet. Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office. 1866) 936-6600
Cell (270) 293-8086

'wwshopathomecarpets.com
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
060
010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL

LEGAL NOTICE
Murray-Calloway County Public
Hospital Corporation is accepting
proposals for the provision of employee
benefits administration. The request for
proposal may be obtained by contacting
hospital administration at 270-762-1102.
Proposals are due to hospital
administration at 803 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071 on June 10, 2005.
Invitation To Bid
Gasoline & Diesel
The Murray Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for gasoline and
diesel to operate the buses and other
vehicles owned by the Murray Board of
Education for the time period from July
1, 2005 to June 30, 2006. Bids will be
accepted until 1:30 P.M.. Friday. June 3
2005, at the Board Office. Specifications
are on file at the Murray Board of
Education, Carter
Administration
Building, 208 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY
42071. The Murray Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any an.d/or all
bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

Invitation To Bid
Murray High School Yearbook
The Murray Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for 2005-2006
Murray High School Yearbook. Bids will
be accepted until 2:30 P.M., Friday, June
3, 2005, at the Murray Board of
Education, Carter
Administration
Building, 208 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY
42071. The Murray Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all
bids.

Progressive local (regional) telecommunica
Lions firm seeks highly motivated and qua'
tied applicants.
Qualifications include:
• background in telecommunications
operations, telecommunications construction
or electronics;
• minimum
years of age;
• high school diploma or GED preferred:
• ability to lift up to 75 pounds unassisted; an!
• clean driving record.

INN*

for. Memphis Tennessee
arca. Must be \\i1in to
relocate. Salary and
benefits will depend on
experience.
Mail Resume to: P.O. Bo\
1040-G Murray. KY 42071
Regional and Long Haul Flat Bed.
Based out of Clarksville, TN.
Great pay, VAC, HOL, MED
Class A, 1 year experience.

Call 866-990-0095

TV TUNES

BAN KRLPTCY I ANVS
kW.. CHANGING
%oil are ciaisidcrinll
11,r. a consultation tO CS Afars.* Sittlf' •11it it )11 UntiCr the current IaSS ;Ind nev1/4

II

STEVE VIIMER

The City of Eddyville, Kentucky is currently accepting applications for a full
time police officer. Application forms
may be obtained at the Eddyville City
Hall, 200 Commerce Street, Eddyville,
Kentucky between the hours of8:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The City of Eddyville, Kentucky is an
equal opportunity employer.

CNA/CMA/Nurses'Aide
Full-time 6AM-2PM. Prefer experience
but will train. Pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., Murray. EOE

VIDVIER LAW OFFICE
MANAGER TRAINEE

(270)753-1752

Earn $3,0-$35K
with full benefit
888-688-4409
Ask for.

Call

KELLY'S
U. •
,s1,6
,E.PICK STRAWBERR

Of

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave .
Rd

759-8858
(ZCSCk:$(!b(Z$C1,00,̀C,Coctt
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
[Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY
"'kiting Monday thru Saturday!
Starting May 3rd Until Season End
Hours 8 a.m.-I p.m.

4p a.O p.m.

270-753-5410
STRAW/MR*11S

CC.C.C3Ci,C)C•C.C)C:0105C)(?)

•For only $10.00 per photo
one person per photo)

package

Mr. Neal
E0E/211F

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE
accepting applications for the position
of Apartment Manager. 40 9Trs7week.
$8.00/hr. Pay rate is NON-negotiable until
skills are proven. Duties include very heavy
paperwork (no computer work required at
this time). public relations, and personnel
supervision. Criminal, credit and employment
history will be checked. Must be organized
and self-motivated. Good grammar, legible
handwriting, neat appearance. and positive
attitude are a must. Paid vacation, sick time.
and health insurance are part of package.
PLEASE DO NOT APPLY UNLESS YOU
ARE SEEKING LONG TERM EMPLOYMENT. We are an Equal Opportunity
Employer. Please mail a detailed resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-L, Murray, KY 42071

T-4 J.B. Burkeen
US Army
33 Months in European Theater

•Submissions must be received by
Wed., May 25 at 3 p.m.
'Your Name:
!Address:
'Daytime Phone'
'Service Member's Name'Rank:

Branch of Service-

'
4 Number of Years Served.
o MI RR 41

Restaurant Manager

air`

Monday, May 23, 2005 • 7:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
NO ADMISSION CHARGE • EVERYONE INVITED'
Sandra Stone (270)753-5010

JO-

Equal Opportunity Employer

pre.5entN

Yl`
r

information below to be
included in our military
salute to be displayed on
Monday, May 30th.

II

The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, sex, age, national origin
or disability. Applications for the position are
available at the Kentucky Department for
Employment Services, 319 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, KY and will be accepted there until
May 20, 2005. Regular office hours at
Employment Services are 7:30 am. - 5:30
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday, 8:00 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday, and 7:3012:00 noon on Friday. No telephone calls
please.

Make $60K minimum per year

osee- el

and present with a
salute to our military
personnel.
*,.•Send a Photo and fill out

Pre-employment physical examinations,
background and reference checks will be
required.

Sandra's School of Dance

f‘IIN•rs
ge0a

a soldier past
"
r,2-,--,?•Honor

18

DRIVERS
023

753-8697

2i1ILITARY HO

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Al IA
:
e*

COUNTY

060
Help Wanted

EDGER ISZTIMES
Box 1040• Murray KY 42071

11

II II I

060

I II t

Thank You
to all our friends,
neighbors and
everyone in the
community who
did so much to
help us in our
time of grief.
The parents of
Mark A. Fanner
CAMPSITES for rent.
Starting at $130 a
month. Electnc, water
picnic table, firenng at
each site. Bullfrog
Campground 474-1144
CHICKEN, chicken,
chicken. Sandra D's.
293-3816

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
SIRLS
U-Pick
Strawberries
Union
Ridge Church Rd in
Aurora. 354-6585
STRAWBERRIES
U Pick- We Pick
Kirksey Area
489-6130
THE Shed, 437-4283
or 437-3189 Friday:
Sidewinder
Band,
Saturday:
Stanley
Walker Band

NOW

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
HELP wanted Shif
leaders & crew. Apply
n person at Hardee's
in Murray between 2-4.
DRIVERS
Wanted
Hopper bottoms, 2-yrs
OTR, Home every
weekend (270) 5271570

-{:1

Help Wanted
ACCOUNTS
Receivable/Billing
Clerk: Must
have
excellent
customer
service/ phone skills.
Word and Excel a plus.
Full time with health
benefits. Starting at
$7.50Mr. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 934,
Murray, KY 42071 or
lob_apps_ resume
yahoo.com.
BEST Western hiring
for experienced desk
staff,
housekeeping
and part-time maintenance. Top pay. Apply
in person at 1503
N.12th St, Murray.
BUSY Bee's Child
Care is now hiring full
and part time teachers.
Must be great with children, a dependable
worker, be available to
work
between the
hours of 6AM & 8PM
Mon • Sat. Please
apply in person at 350
Utterback Road (road
beside the skating
rink).
CLIENT
Support
Rep.- Needs strong
desire to help with
software training and
light windows support by phone. 1-F7
and 3-PT positions
needing coverage for
7AM-7PM M-F with
retirement plan. FT
benefits,
18-paid
days off and H&L
insurance.
MSUStudents welcome.
Please email resumes
to
candice@powerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th Street.,
Murray, KY 42071.
CURRENT
Accountant Opening.
FThv 4-year degree
preferred. Benefits
package w/retirement
plan. PT considered.
Please email resumes
to candice0 powerclaim.com or mall to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St.. Murray,
KY 42071.

OPPORTUNITIES in a
growing
company
Need CDL driver tor
manufactured home
delivery. Also need
extra set-up crew
Apply at Arrowhead
Home Sales, Inc., 2003
East Wood St., Paris,
TN. Calf 731-6414900

MAN.

DIRECTOR of
Dietary Services
Mills Manor Nursing
Home is currently
seeking a qualified person for Director of
Dietary Services. Must
be high school graduate. Graduate of 90
hours Food Service
Supervisor course or
degree in Food Service
Management.
Long
term care dietary experience
preferred. Must have
knowledge
of state and federal
regulations.
Knowledge of MDS,
RAPS,
and Care Plans.
Apply in person at:
Mills Manor 500 Beck
Lane. 247-7890,
Mayfield, KY
Drug Free Workplace
EOE/M/F/HN
DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
WAGES.
HOME
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. !MUST HAVE

CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 2 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE,
CLEAN
DRIVING
RECORD. (800)4686087
EXPERIENCED person to sit in home for
two school aged children. Must love children.
References
required. 498-8971

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Experienced grill cooks
and kitchen staff. Apply
in WSW between
2-5 p.m., Sun.-Thurs.

No phone calls please.
PAINTERS needed. At
least 5 years residen-

tial experience. Call
270-443-6735 9AM-

PART
time
Housekeeper, available to work any days
of
the
week.
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort. Hwy 68 @
Jonathan Creek- Call
for application & interview 9 to 4 week-days
only. (270) 354-6568.
PEOPLE PLUS INC.,
has an immediate
opening in the Murray
area for a person with
clean driving record for
delivery and general
shop
duties.
Mechanical abilities a
definite plus. Starting
pay $7.00. Temp to
hire. Mon-Fri, 8AM to
5PM. Please call 270442-5627 or 251-3111
for appointment. Must
be 18. Minimum GED
required. EOE.
PRE-SCHOOL teach
ers
needed.
Experience required.
Please send a resume
to: Director, Room to
Grow Preschool, 109
S. 13th Street, Murray

REGIONAL

drivers
wanted Also leasing
owner operator. Call for
details. 270-759-4592.
Cell 270-227-2471 for
Bill, 270-227-1426 for
Rick
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional
sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
SECURITY
guard
opening,
part-time,
weekends, It interested, call 444-0064

commensurate

with

abilities. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-E,
Murray. KY 42071

WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling.
etc. Walls, floors, windows,
etc.
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
Want to Buy
A&A
Logging
Co.
Buyer of standing timber, pupwood, pine.
Ph. 658-3676 or 7059099
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (2701
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED: good, used
wheelchair
modern
753-7380
Arkin
For Sale

D'S
Housecleaning
753-3802

2002 Enclosed 14'x7'
Pace Legend cargo
trader, 1.200 miles.
dual
Black/chrome,
axle. Kept inside. Can
be seen at 105 N. 7th
St. $4,200 OBO. 7591965 ext. 105

NEED
a
rental
cleaned9 Need your
house cleaned? Call
Linda at 270-767-0778

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 6b4ue.$00
each. 270-492-8614

6PM
RECEPTIONIST needed for medical office.
Experience preferred
Salary and benefits

WILL clean houses/
office. Call Jason 270354-6978, references
on request.

-• •
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Sat., May 21, 2005•10:00 a.m.
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REAL ESTATE Er
PERSONAL PROPERTY

FORREST
View
Apertments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for: I br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
753-1970.
Leave
Message.

Saturaay, May 21, 2005 • 10 AM

At the home of Mr. Harold Hopkins
1419 North 4th Street in Murray. KY because
of bad health.

House and Lot in Downtown Benton, KY
1301 Birch Stresst
(Located lust omit of Us Hwy. 114iin erantoo)
Directions. eat N merit on E 13th. proceed 2docks to Stich Sheol
First house on loft.
This stone ,,trit vinyl curing home is located on is torge
City lot With ,C oettroont. tivinn room bat kitchen sifiti
10X12 SU),tage btraciling.

nil
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ellgatiMIVISPKELletatiallt-Creasman ming TOWIN w5 14HP Brugge
$OMA*ma 2 *Means)•stearin 3 Warp comaieseisre cheer (scooter)
•
coolooleocient equipment • Hinder Packard computer with tower. monitor.
lanitiored.and TWO,(eke new)•kitchen and Oath linens•bedroom furniture
•nuarrul annum•komeene Wimps•Sunbeam gee gal•dam cabinet•atticPio evalrel morotorse • vacuum•dining table with 4 chair** Whirlpool washer
end dryer• GE electric range • Kenmore merigeeeller • epee and choir and
ninny other Sams

low"'

Mr. Hopkins is selling his nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath
living room, kitchen, dining
room, den with fireplace, apartment in basement. central
heat & air, paved drive,
mature shade. Also a nice 3-bay building with concrete floor,
bathroom. office gas
heaters. Another building 18' x 30' with concrete floor. This
is an opportunity to
start a business. Lots of parking space. Also will sell a 3
acre t tract of open land
that has four street road frontage. Each tract will be sold and
then together.
&ram: 15% down day ofauction, balance in 30 days with
passing of deed.
For information or to view this property phone 767-9223.
Any house built before 1978 may contain lead based paint. A
post inspection wilts er for lead based paint will be a part of the sales contract.
This property will be offered at 12 noon on May 21st.
Personal Property old oak high bed -oak wash stand with
rack - oak dresser - nice
old break front with mirror- nice old commode - nice old fold-up
rocker - open
face corner cupboard - old straight chair - old wall telephone - kitchen
stool - round
lamp table - table lamps- bed 4 drawer chest & vanity - king size
bed - Ethan Allen
hall piece- nice sofa - odd chairs - wing back chairs - coffee & end
tables - nice
dining table & chairs with china cabinet - wall minors - oil lamp stone mixing
bowls - coffee grinder - 8 place setting Noritake china - 6 place setting of
silver
flatware - stem glasses - butter dish- meat platter - cast iron piecesmicrowave milkglass hen on nest - vinegar & oil set - footed creamer & sugar shaker set •
old
tea pitcher - old churn lid & dasher - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances
- auto.
washer & dryer - 2 file cabinets - desk chair - odd dresser with minor - area
rugs
- electric heaters - frost free refrigerator - bar stools - night stand & bed - nice
small
breakfast set - 4 spindle hack chairs - nice Ethan sofa, chair & foot stool
- Ethan
Allen small lamp tables - Eduin Allen chest - drop leaf table - nice old arm
chair wall clock - gun rack - 1947 Cub Farman - 1930.22 .36 McCormicdeering
tractor
- ‘965 pickup - 1950's Coke machine - late 70's Coca Cola sign - 210 J.D. riding
newer - A.M.E Harley Davidson golf can - 225 Lincoln welder - bench drill
press
- cutting torch set - 5 h.p. 3 phase air compressor - chain fall - Poto Power - metal
nail box - chain saw - Jacks & Jack stand - 90 c.c. T/Rex 4-wheeler. 2003 year
model - shop vise - side grinder - air Me - spray cans - small block for Chevrolet
?arts • other motor pans. Many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
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Stereo cabinet - straight chairs - books - fruit jars - pillows ---child's rocker - arm school desk - reading lamp - electric fan - cast iron skillets - old
flat iron - razor strap & hone - old bottles - old counter scales - bar stool
- small breakfast set - like new frost free refrigerator with ice maker tnicrow - Singer sewing machinst & chair - Bentwood, Neker - lamp
table - radio bread box - vanity lamps - oil lamp - old hand-painted lamp
- luggage -4 old iron & metal beds - set of bunk beds - window fans - 34 large pots that Mr. Bonner cooked off lard when he butchered hogs
meat slicer - large cable connectors - old cotton scales - metal blade fan riding saddle King of Texas - old bread rack - 2.old church benches - redwood yard chairs - chain saw - gardep planter - like new table top - 4"
plane - minnow nets - a 225 Miller electric welder - log chain - bolt bin Gazzo push lawn mower - Craftsman riding mower - 12.5 Craftsman riding mower with bagger - nice 1990 Dodge van with electric wheelchair
lift - nice 2444 I.H. tractor with rotary cutter - a nice like new trailer spray
for fence rows or yard - 3.5 Briggs motor - 30 gal. tank.
‘N V111.1.1..H 435-4144 • 1)k/tiff-AT 111-. %NE 435-4420
11.11021 I). P‘SCII.‘1.1. 767-9223 %I (.'110\1-1:.RS
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96 Coles Campground Road 3 bedroom
1 1/2 bath .89 acre ±
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AUCTION
Saturday, Ilay 21•10:00 a.m.

CALL
TODAY TO
VIEW'

From Murray, take Hn.641
N. to Coles ('ampground Rd.
Auction site on right.
Riith proptrties hi be vdd tit(X/ COies CartiMMIllid Rd.

4424 Hwy.641 N. 3 bedroom 1 bath
1.25 acre ±
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unk Car
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NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sent. I1Aloy 21set AS 10:00 A. ROL
MG & Air& NW MANY Eirtaisav
2255 Cypress Rd - Paris Landing, TN
Near Marinas & Kentucky Lake Activities!
From Pans Landing Take Hwy 119 NW 1.8 Miles To
Cypress Rd, Turn Right And Proceed NE 2.2 Miles
...Signs Posted!!--------Just 17 Miles SE Of Murray, KY
Minutes NE OF Paris, TN • An Hour SW 01 Clarksville, TN
Then An Additional 30 Minutes To Nashville
Unique Paris Landing Home
'5.-5.CD /MAC IFIC lE_ S.
In 5 Lots And In Combinations
Lot 3 - 1.49 Acres With A Two Story Log Home
And A 30'x36' Garage/Work Shop
Mein Floor - Wonderful Family Room w/Fireplace
Sitting Room - Kitchen - Bath - Laundry Room - Guest Room
Upper Floor- 3 Bedrooms • 11/2 Baths
Central Nest A Air•Two Decks • Public Utilities • Great Views!
Plus.. A Very Nice 30'x36' Double Garage w/ Work Area

1E8H51 Real &tate - VI% down day of sate, balance within 30 days at closing. Personal
Property - settlement tiny of sale with cash or check and proper 11). Announcements day of sale
take precedence over printed matter

Call Diana at 703-2885
comirturt: it C110% SUIC% I(C
%IR
14,rtZt'i
Ni ikon. Itroaa
5-111 Phelps Rd. Benton. IIS1 421125 • 127115 5 2.- 2.11 this
i 270h 111134414st
www.completssiationsersile.tom

NICE, large 2BR, 2BA
duplex. All appliances,
no pets. $495. 4365927

3 bedroom, 2 bath
smaller
doublewide
home
with
range,
refngerator, and dishwasher. Water furnished. Large yard in
country.
No
pets.
References required.
1024 Bazzell Cemetery
Rd. Call 489-2117
MOBILE home on private lot 7 miles east of
Murray. 436-2582
MODULAR
home
28'x76' 313R, 38A, very
nice. 436-2582

Also 4 Woode
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Articles
For San
DIRECTV
Satellite system. up to
4 MOM. Total Choice
w/ local channels enty
$29.99 . for 3 months.
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HO
upgrade. Test drive the
top
180 channels
including local networks for $19.99 per
mo. for 3 months. For
more info call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
MAC tool box and
tools. $3,000 OBO.
Call for more info anytime, PH# 270-2930628
MOVING sale: 7 horses. 4 Boston Terriers, 3
English Bulldogs, '92
Chevy 11 passenger
van. 293-6852 or 7537517

SODA machine vends
cans or bottles. $500
270-247-6694
STOCK
Chevrolet
wheels & tires 15x8",
$100. Window air conditioner, $150. 2938369. 227-2725
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w/
capped
sleeves, size 16, $200.
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
7534.71.3
160
Host Rvnistics
LIKE new solid wood
kitchen table, 4 chairs.
$150. 767-0884 or 2269566

2000 EXISS Event 4
horse slant, aluminum
gooseneck trailer with
living
quarters.
$18,500. 435-4687
120

L musical _1
KELLEY'S
MUSIC
ALL
in.strurnents.

Lessons on

Now open in Murray.
978-1961
PIANO, Leonard of
Detroit console great
condition,
$500
(270)474-8758

0 Down Payment with
your Deed. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris. 731644-0012, 1-800-5333568
1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br,
2bths. garden tub, fireplace, 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
of home Must sell
$22,500 or best offer!!
753-9107 or 978-1672
2005 CLOSE OUTS •
Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1,000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM HOUSE
8 LAND: 114 mile from
Perryville Marina! Only
$23,000. Call now!!!
731-584-9429

14198 Hillwood, 2BR
Duplex, great neighborhood, available in
June. 293-8462.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 75055
4444.
1 BR Unfurnished Apt,
$265.00, close to campus, available April
1.No pets. 753-5980
1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 28R, 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month. 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath, washer &
dryer. $325 month
753-7559
1BR, low utilities, no
pets, $225 a month.
753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electnc, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information.
(270)753
8407.
2BR duplex close to
MSU, quiet neighborhood, references &
deposit required. 2938462.
3BR,
2.5BA
with
garage. top of the line.
907-A N. 20th. 7535344. work 293-9970
4 bedroom house 1, 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

FREE
GASOLINE
with

MOBILE home and lot,
$14,500. 753-6012

LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

OVERSTOCKED
WITH SINGLEWIDES
- Prices slashedIll Call
nowl'1 731-584-9429

1, 2, & 3
Bedroom
Apartments

SALE-FURNITURE
roll-a-ways & mattress
sets.
Carraway
Furniture 105 N. 3rd St
753-1502

SINGLE AND DOU13LEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 7314424447.

Ustra 4 Oafdln

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's. Call 731(1424438 today!!

SEARS
16.5
HP
Electric
start
46
mower automatic lawn
tractor. 7 years old,
$550 489-6180

1,2, & 3BR apts. available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221.

ASSUME PAYMENTS
ON HOUSE NEAR
KENTUCKY LAKE!!!
731-584-9429
FURNISHED 2004 lot
model closeouts are
aviiable now! Several
Preowned
homes
available. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris. 731644-0012, 1 -800-5333568

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
WALK
TO
MSU!
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area.
$275/mo unfurnished.
$325/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164
For Reed

d Lots
LOTS for rent. 753
1.12 Acne • .82 Acre - .56 Acre • 1.51 Acres
Great Lake Area Living At Fabulous Paris Landing! 9866
320
Near Cypress Bay - Shamrock Marina
Apartments For Root
ientesreash.corn For Pictures & Details!
Or Call For Color Brochure
PURCHASE TERMS: t5a• Down, With A Minimum
1 OR 2br apts nea
* - ••sit Of $1,000.00 Per • BALANCE 1830 DAYS!
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

Large Select ion

James and Helen Cain of"JHC Advertising and Supply"
are re-locating their home & business to be closer tofamily!
PERSONAL PROPERTY a wide assortment of collectibles and "knick knacks"
craft magazines and supplies • assorted lamps • sofa with matching chair • conso15.
stereo • chairs • dishes • beautiful Baldwin pedal organ • snowblower • Libe
shaped ice bucket •assorted glassware •treadmill • old well bucket •Christmas dec
orations • Advertisng merchandise and MORE!
Vlse1-110IRP• Homes built prior to 1978 may contain lead based paint Inspections for this
ad and any other purpose should be conducted prior to May 2to The successful bidder o ill be
provided a 10 day inspection waiser on the day of the sale lanes will he prorated to the day of
closing
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nk cars,
irs and
C. 5235
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FarrAir-idea Ceompany
Action Ritialty-Max It. Dodd, Broker

RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1,000*. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas. scanners,
XM & Sinus satellite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beas/ey's at 500 N. 4th
St or call 759-0901

BUSINESS RE-LOCATION

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

ob.1111.,100,*,Sw41.00.10.1110.4)..•PV.Mild•MIMI* wow.

o

IR

The estate of Mr. Max Bonner
From Murray take Hwy. 94 East to Hwy. 280. Follow to auction.
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---- ---8466
0C, FANCY-- "FARM O.- 270-623-

EST VI+. kt.CTION
Fri., May 20, 2005•10:00 a.m.

• ses)
270rences

FURNISHED
apartment, 1
bedroom,
kitchen, living room
combination,
large
bath. 767-9562

902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm.
Wed. 11 am-6 pm.
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD #
1-800-648-6056

r=••=r-.

2BR bnck in country.
Appliance furnished,
no pets. Call after 5PM
753-0728
2BR Brick. 1 bath,
C/H/A, $450/Month +
deposit, lease & references required. 7534663 9-5, M-F
3-bedroom, 1 bath,
$375/mo + deposit, in
country, no pets. 2'bedroom,
bath
1
mobile home, $175 +
deposit. 489-2506
FOR rent or sale: 3BR,
IBA in
Panorama
Shores. $350 p/mo.
759-5073

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
*All Size UniI
I
Available ...
•Now Have
Climate Control ,

7534853
380
Pats S Supplies
AKC registered Lab
pups 5 weeks old May
16. 2 yellow, 1 chocolate, $250 3 black.
$200. 437-4327, 7034400
AKC
Soft
Coated
Wheaten Terrier puppies. Non-shedding,
hypoallergenic, medium sized. Parents on
premises, $500. 270619-6755
SIAMESE kittens, seal
s/w, $100. 731885-7405 after 5:00

commerical prop. for rent
I BR Duplex zoned 8-3
293-8462
LARGE 2 bay shop
with office, compressor. $325. Call 7533404
OFFICE or retail space
available. Finished to
your specs. 15x50. Call
Nelson Shroat 7593772 or 752-0201
OFFICE space for rent.
Two
suites.
Approximately 1,000
and
500
sq.ft.
Downtown area, private
parking
and
entrances. Can be
rented together or separately. 753-1295
OFFICE space. Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq
ft.753-7559
VERY large warehouse
or shop 7.100 square
feet on approximately 3
acres. Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
excellent location. The
building is divided and
can be leased by section. Call 753-2905 Or
293-8595.

3/4 Beagle 1/4 Bassett
puppies. Great for pets
or hunting 8 weeks
old, $50 (270)3822214 or (270)841-0094
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

3-FAMILY
YARD SALE
180 First St.
Alma
Friday
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
Toys. clothes,
household items

YARD SALE
TRAILER 195
REGISTERED Gray
15 hands, gelding, 7
years old, $1,100 firm
436-2218

RIVIERA
COURTS
FRI & SAT
6AM-4PM
Lots of baby

Yard Sale

furniture & baby

YARD SALE
121S TO 1235
NEALE TRAIL
FRI & SAT

SATURDAY

7-12

1531 RADIO
RD.
Bicycles,
Nascars, Home
decor & more.

for evryone

GARAGE SALE

9:00-2:00

3-PARTY
YARD SALE
1510
JOHNSON BLVD.
FRI & SAT
8AM-2PM
Books. CD'S, DVD'S,
comp equip., pingpong table, household items, toys, furniture decorations.
Coca-Cola items.
. linens, etc.

TWO PARTY
YARD SALE
FRIDAY 7-5

clothes, lots of stuff

205 SAUGER LN
HWY 280- OFF
94E BEFORE
PANORAMA
SHORES
FRI & SAT

Furniture, lamps,
grill, cash register.
primitive pieces.
rugs, bike, toys.
Clothes, 96
Coachman travel
trailer 33'.
95 Larson boat
759-1605

Household.
Sporting Goods,
Clothing

3-PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat., May 21
7 a.m.
5 miles south of
Murray - Hwy.
641, right on
Phillips Drive,
1st & 2nd hOuses
on left.
Furniture, baby
stuff, toys, etc.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Rain or Shine
606 S. 9th St.
4 Baby goods. T V .

YARD SALE

2 story building on
court square. 2nd floor
has separate entrance.
Approximately 3,200
square feet. Call 7534282

Yard Sala

1610 KIRKWOOD
FRI 8-?
SAT 8-12
NO EARLY
SALES
Plus size clothes,
baby Clothes (all
sizes) curtains,
cookware, antique
dishes, kirby vacum
cleaner.

various clothes &
house goods.

kin)
k LES
co\ riM
ON MAT
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HUGE YARD SALE
94 East - 5 miles to Hwy 280.
Go 1/4 mile around S curve,
4th trailer on left
Fri. 5/20: 7-12• Sat 5/21: 7-?
sm. camper. A-Frame, clothes - all
sizes, paintball guns, books, movies -

DVD & VHS, collectibles: dolls, pigs,
cats & cars. Household items & bedding

ESTATE SALE
FRI MAY 20 SAT MAY 21
7AM-4PM
(NO EARLY SALES)
1715W. OLIVE ST.
Glassware, dishes, furniture,
microwave, toaster oven, crock
pot, tv, lamps, old high chair,
bedding & much more.

HUGE YARD SALE
1543 Canterbury Dr
Fri. 5/20 & Sat. 5/21 •7AM
variety of toys. crafts. glassware, and
household items. Complete sets of
dishes. Craftsman band saw, 2 gallon
air compressor, misc. tools. Clothing:
women's, men's, misses', girls', boys',
evening/prom gowns. Kneehole'desk,
Chairs, tables, rocker. Books, costume
fewelry, CDs, music books, clarinet.
Don't miss this one!

ad*
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
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1

GARAGE SALE

170

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
270-753$125,000.
4109, 270-227-1545

SUBSCRIBE

15 fenced acres northeast
of
Murray.
$50,000 978-0523

M

os For We

Murray Ledger & Times

A MONTH OF ADVERTISING

•Wotfl Tanning Beds
Guardian •Act
Now
Drivers!
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Buy direct and save! *Nursing
Angel
Staffing. Flatbed, Bulk tank and
-COMPLETE DIREC- Full body units from $22
Louisville Area. RN's to refrigerated divisions.
TORY OF KENTUCKY a month! Free Color
$38, LPN's to $24, Performance
based
today!
Catalog.
1Call
NEWSPAPERS is availGMT's to $15 hosp6als- pay. Experienced operable for $25 from 8 0 0 - 8 4 2 - 1 3 0 5
3rd shift, LTC and ators, Independent conKentucky
Press vowed.np.etstan.corn
Corrections- 2nd Shift. tractors or Company
HEALTH SERVICES
Association,
101
502-495-1199
Drivers CDL Instruction
Consumer
Lane. *Family
Healthcare
program available. 800Frankfurt, KY 40601
w/prescription
plan! *Online Jobs... eBay 7 7 1
- 6 3 1 8
Price includes shipping $69 95/mo. Nationwide workers needed Come
WVAV.p meinc com
work
with
us
online.
$$$
and handling
coverage, no limitaWeekly. Use your home •CFI offers Orientation
•One order, One check, tions. Includes: doctors,
computer or laptop. No classes in Memphis TN.
dental,
vision,
hog).
&
One smart move! Save
Everyone experience necessary. Class-A CDL required.
time and money by more!
1-800-693-9398 E xt 2004 avg
earnings
making one call to place Accepted! Call, WCG
1862
solos $49,950. Top solo
a 25-word classified in 800-288-9214 ext. 2332
1 -800-CFIShoppers $70,526.
70 Kentucky newspa- *Health Benefits as low •Secret
(1 -800-234pers for only $225. For as $1291 month for fam- Needed. Pose as cus- DRIVE
or
more information, con- ilies, individuals, busi- tomers for store evalua- 3748)
WWW cfidnve.com
the
classified nesses; accidents, pre- tions. Local stores,
tact
Covenant
department
of this scriptions,
hospital restaurants & theaters. -DriverTransport.
provided
Excellent
newspaper or call KPS stays, emergency room Training
Flexible Hours Email Pay & Benefits for expe1-502-223-8821
visas, vision, dental
You cant be dented 1- required. Call now! 1- rienced drivers, 0/0
BUILDINGS
800-585-9024 ext. 8-151 Solos,
teams
&
888-220-7303
•24x36x9
$6,325
students.
•Unique Opportunity- Graduate
(Special Erected price)
HELP WANTED
Custom Manufacturer Bonuses paid weekly.
BLITZ Builders- Quality
opportunity
SALESPERSON. Equal
seeks
Post Frame Buildings, •Craftmatic Launches
employer. 888-MOREproven
Must
have
division.
specials, custom sizes, exciting •
record selling capital PAY (888-667-3729)
Free Estimates, 1-800- Exerting pay per demo
www.griffi- *Driver: CAST Van
equipment.
program
Designed
to
6 2 8 - 1 3 2 4
Flexible Expedited, America's
earn $800-$1200+ per nusa.com.
,www.blitzbuilders.com
week. Paid training & Schedule, great bene- Largest Team Carrier,
BUSINESS
$2000 sign-on bonus. fits. hrOgriffinusa.com; TEAM DRIVERS ONLY.
OPPORTUNMES
Box
17347, Train your spouse or
Mr. Morris 1-800-472- PO
Louisville, KY 40217. friend, Run 5000-6000
Financially 1432 ext. 219
'Be
EOE
miles per week. 80%
Independent.
•Custom Automation;
drop & hook, 99% noMinnesota
Company
processing equipment
HORSES '
touch freight. Paid twice
needs honest, dependmanufacturer
seeks
able person in this areaHorse weekly, great homeESTIMATOR to concep- *Aluminum
time policy. For more
Retail/
Restock
tualize solutions and Trailers- 3 year unlimit- information,
Commercial Accounts
contact
ed
warranty
(including
prepare cost estimates.
with
Name
Bob or Andy 1-800-929Brand
Experience required. roof) starting at $5999
2778.
snack/ Dnnk products.
www.griffinusa.com to luxury Irving quarters.
4-6 hours/ week. Earn
100%
financing
availFlexible Schedule, great
*Driver- Daily Pay!
(potential).
$50,000
hrOgriffi- able. Sales and service TRANSFLO.
benefits.
2500+
investment.
$E000
nusa.com. PO Box call Scott 1-888-781- miles
every week, 2
Wont interfere with
1000
17347, Louisville, KY
days off every week.
present employment.
MISCELLANEOUS
40217. EOE
Modem Fleet. Great
Good credit- Financing
equipment • Attention Insurance,
401k.
available. 1-800-463- •Custom
manufacturer
seeks Homeowners: Display Stocks. 888-346-4639
6678
PROJECT ENGINEER. homes wanted for vinyl www.knighttrans.com.
COMMERCIAL
•
CAD
proficiency, siding. windows, roofs. Class-A CDL/6 Months
PROPERTY
automation equipment Easy credit terms. No OTR.
*Professional
office design expehence are payments until Summer
*Driver
Owner
space for rent in musts.
Flexible 2006. Starting at $99
Frankfort. Just off US Schedule, great bene- month. Call 1-800-251- Operators needed. Can
you use $1.10-$1.14
127
near
1-64. fits. hrOgriffinusa.com; 0843
average per mile per
Approximately . 700 PO
17347, •Eam Degree online week?
Box
No forced dissquare feet on second Louisville, KY 40217.
from home. 'Business, patch. Call Max at T&T
floor. private bath. clos- EOE
• Paralegal, 1-800-511-0082
ets. $600 per month,
•Firefighters. Learn fire 'Computers.
Job •Dnvers- A new
career
includes water/sewer,
fighting skills. Great Placement Assistance.
today! CDL in 16 days!
electric, gas. Call 502pay, benefits. Must relo- Computer & financial 100%
financing and
223-8821.
cate. 17-34 yrs old; HS aid if qualify. 866-858- tuition
reimbursement
EQUIPMENT
diploma. Call M-F 800- 2121 www.tidewaterteavailable. No money
FOR SALE
chonline.c,om
284-6289
down! Job placement
$2,695- 'Get Paid to shop! Join
'SawmillsRESORTS RENTALS assist. 1-800-883-0171
LumberMate-2000 & the
world's largest 'Panama City Beach. ext.A-50
LumberLite- 24 . Mystery
Shopping .Sandpiper-Bericori, 'Drivers,
Largest Pay
Norwool. nOistriesalao .CorriOalse'I tdear
'134aabli . "Regorf"Itti:lfri increase in History!
manufactures utility ATV Flexible, fun & tree to
$79 (1-2 restrictions.) OTR.
Regional
&
attachments, log skid- loin. Apply now at:
Pools, lazy riverride, Dedicated. Great homeders, portable board ivww.gapibusterecnexec
parasailing, hot tub, time. SWIFT TRANSedgers and forestry
'Heating and Air condi- suites, tiki bar, water PORTATION 800-231equipment
www.nortioning service techni- slide. 800-488-8828. 5
2
9
0
woodindustries.comcian & Installers. KY www.sandpiperbea- www.SwiftTruckingJobs
Free information: 1-800Journeyman
HVAC con.com
.com
578-1363 ext300N
Mechanic and CFC *Weekend
Getaway! *Drivers, Over the road,
FINANCIAL
License required for Pigeon Forge Cabin
35 states. Flat w/sides,
•SSCASHS$ Immediate service technician. KY Rentals! Luxurious cab- late model conventionHVAC ins close to all attrac- als. 3
cash for structured set- Journeyman
years expehence.
tlements, annuities, law Limited Duct Mechanic tions. Call today to $2,000 sign on
bonus.
suit, mortgage notes & required for installer. receive 10% off. 1-866- Start .34e-.38e mile+
cash
flows.
JG Comprehensive benefit 774-8990 www.black- benefits. Call (800)444including bearlocfging.com Code:
Wentworth #1. 1-800- package
6648.
health and life insure KY512
794-7310
Need a Job'? CRST No
ance, retirement plan,
FOR SALE
SPORTING/SPORTexperience? No probpaid vacations, holiday,
4-Room
•F ree
ING GOODS
lem! No credit check.
and sick days_ 30+
DIRECTV
System
years company. Please *CHERRY BLOSSOM No monthly payment.
including
standard
call 859-236-8787 or 1- GOLF AND COUNTRY Immediate benefit packinstallation Plus 140+
800-464-8966.
Georgetown. age. Now hiring in your
CLUB,
channels. $29.99/mo.
Golf Digest voted us area. 1-877-443-8289
for 3 months. Access 'Looking for Individual
best places to play
over 225 channels! with 3 years expenence
Transport"
2004! Join us for your *—Star
Limited time offer. S&H. on a Web Printing
Needs Inexperienced
next
round/outing.
Restrictions apply. 1- Press. Experience with
Membership drivers. Home most
4 color necessary. Must Special
800-208-4617
Peterbilt
502-570- weekends,
be self motivated. We available.
trucks, shared tuition.
9849!
offer competitive comGood starting pay. Food
pensation and benefits
TRUCK DRIVERS
MOVING SALE
and lodging provided. 1package
to
HELP
include
WANTED
8923 St. Rt.
800-455-4682
health, life, dental and
•$.44 per mile! Excellent
94West, 2 mi.
WANTED TO BUY
disability. Mail or fax Miles! Home weekly!
past flashing
(419-738-5352) resume New equipment! Blue 'Man wants to buy tract
light on left.
and salary requirements Cross/ Blue Shield! of low priced hunting
Friday &
to Wapakoneta Daily 401k! 95% no
touch! EZ land, for hunting in fall.
Saturday
News, Attention: John Pass/
Toll
cards! Must buy immediately
King, PO Box 389, Heartland Express
8 a.m. - ?
1- for tax reasons, low
Wapakoneta, OH 45895 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3 price a must! 1-270Rain or Shine
Furniture, baby,
www.heartlandex- 929-6095
YARD SALE
children and housepress.com.
with
vertical
2BR
LYNN GROVE
hold items
duplex behind Great
Everything must go!
COUNTRY
investment. $65,000.
CORNER
270-753-4109. 270fIESTAURANT IN
1 MOVING SALE
227-1545
LAKE
Barkley
LYNN GROVE
, Two Families
3BR brick close to
Waterfront! 5 ac SAT
,
Hodge &
$49,900. New to mar- town Priced in the
7AM
TILL
2PM
Associates
ket Ideal location. Will $80's. Call Coleman
Baby bed, play
915 Coldwater
not last! Call owner. Real Estate, ask, for
Rd.
pen, different baby
Bonnie 753-9898 or
866-924-4328
Sat., May 21st
items, clothes of all
436-2472.
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
sizes. Too much to
38R, 28A House, $820
Furniture, books.
lligts Far his
mentinn
down,
owner
will
clothes, kitchen
finance, located on
appliances.
2 lots with restrictions. Govenors
Row,
foosball table,
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5 Panorama
Shores
1211
Raul
Estate
copier.
miles north or Murray. area. Call Dennis 0 1752-7312
800-825-6070.

93 North Dr.
641 N: left onto
Coles
Campground, tight
onto Washington,
left to North Drive
Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 7 am.-Noon
Tiller, gun rack.
throw rugs, knick
knacks, clothes

•

38R. 2BA. vinyl siding
screened porch, 2 car
garage, 1 acre lot with
trees. Lynn Grove, 94
West.
Appraised
$88,000. 435-4594
CANTERBURY
Subdivision,
1553
Oxford
Dr.,
4BFI,
2.5BA, LR, DR, K, den,
utility room, bonus
room tor kids, 30x36
garage, fenced backyard. approx 3,700
sq.ft. city school district, 759-1506, 2934183

•

IMMEDIATE posses
sion. 38R, 2 full baths
large
lot
On
in
Shores
Panorama
Large kncher • .--.
large
room Workshop/boat
storage Brock foundation, shingle
roof,
$36,900 753-4274
LARGE ranch style
with 4 bedrooms & 2
baths, on two acres
located 1/2 mile west of
Lynn Grove. Also has
two large out buildings
Priced Reduced! Call
435-4128
OPEN-House Sun May
22,
1-4pm.
1606
Oaktial
Dr.
4-BR,
2bath. South 16th to
Wiswell Rd, Left on
Oakhill Dr. 1st-Team
Realty. 753-1900
TWO bedroom home
on a half acre. New
well, fenced in backyard 14x28 building,
one mile from lake.
270-436-2641, 731536-5501
470
filatoteyeiss I ATVs
04 Yamaha Virago
250 Under 200 miles
on bike 753-2887 after
6, 436-2820
Was
2003 Ford Windstar LX
4 door, loaded, brand
new tires, recently
serviced, 79,000 road
miles, great condition.
Call 293-7354
Used Trucks
CHEVROLET 250 6 cy
complete, runs great, 3
speed transmission,
everything clean. Call
759-9070
2000 Nissan Frontier
XE king cab, 5 speed,
excellent
condition,
81,xxx, $6,500. 7598092
1996 Chevrolet S-10,
Ext-Cab. 753-9105.
1982 Ford F100 XLT
Lariat, great condition,
$1.800 or best offer.
753-5278 or (270)3669415

Gomm
EXTRA -nice
1999 25' 5th Whee
camper, $8,500. 767
0884 or 226-9566

1996 Monte Carlo Tige
Shark Jet Ski, grea
shape, see at 509
south 11th $2,500
759-1987
1977 20' pontoon,
1998 Johnson 35HP
motor
with
trailer,
$4,000. 354-6067. Cell
1-573-238-5455
530
Services Offered
1
Lawn
Mowing
mulch, other services
also. Free estimates.
753-0462

I 1N% \

LO VS %),
I In II I

2x2 Classified display ad.
Your ad will appear for a month
in the Murray Ledger & Times
& The Shopping Guide for only
S300.00.
Thats less than S10.00
per issue!
71 Ii

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
}Link & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
767-0533 MOWING
mulching.
trimming,
painting, odd jobs.
cleaning.
Free
Estimates. 978-1115.
A Shade Greener
Lawn Service.
Mowing. bush
trimmings. gutter
cleaning & other
services.
Free estimates
762-9928
293-3971
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks. sun
rooms, roofing. vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors.
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
Or
(270)753-0353

Roof-Brite
A W A Y.
Since '968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003 JAVA/ ARBROOFCOM

Come by our office today or call
•.).;

illakooORwsd
APruAr4CE REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES
•AFFORD,UILE Sea% Kat
HAZEL,KY
(270)492-8191
(2701 226-9398

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOAT1NG
'Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Bluegrass
Pressure Washing
"Let us do your dirty
work."
•
Call time 3:30-8:30 PM
270-217-6908
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, -sidewalks.
etc. 752-0500

A &i Rc)(H.•
\
and Shin1c lt
And

AUTRY ROOFING

L&M LAWN
MOWING
SERVICE:
Want your lawn to
look its best?
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Call 753-1816
7-0611
or

30 years experience
All work guaranteed
Roby Autry
270-767-9597
731-586-4496

\h it III I l''.
INN I

Cell
731-234-6875

David's Cleaning
Services

Mower
MOODY'S
Repair pick-up & deliver 753-5668

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
-Vinyl Siding & Fencing .Mobile Haines
•Brick *All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
-We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

MOWING
No job too big or
too small.

David Herders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

Call Steve at
(270)753-9297
MOWING, trimming,
trash removal, etc. Call
293-4512

Services Oftwed

Donald's
Professional
Painting
Make a good first
impression!
Free estimates
4934)634

int!,
)silinenialikesidential
Seal 'tatting.
Striping.
, hauling.
exclis idiom
'111(11111
759-115411 • 75.1-1537

Myrove M
•Pre,sure
•ciutter Clearlird
•1

Till: 111\1)1 FR
lig • Carpet,• Roofing
All typos of remodeling
Ray Purdon
731-642-0646
731-445-7371
Terry Rowland
731-642-5838

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling
Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &

CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging.
Free estimates Gerald
+t-Cerret-owners 492.8159 or 293-0163
DAVE'S Lawn Care
One free Mowing
& lots of other services Free estimates
227-0480
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured., 4892839.

GARAGE
CONVERSION
'Bedroom
•Family Room

-5.1-S6S2

UGLY ROOF STAINS

Wood

753-9440
Green Acres
Lawn Care:
•10-years service.
*Shrub and tree
trimming
'Gutter cleaning
'Spring cleaning
*Other services
•Quality service at
affordable pnces.
(270)753-0462
227-8658

H.H. CONSTIWCITON
roofing, int/ext
painting, vinyl siding, concrete work
Free estimates
759-1873•556-5736
HOUSE WASHING
& PRESSURE
WASHING
Free estimates

Times
First Come • First Serve

FREE kittens: 3 gray, 2
black, 1 black/gray
stripe. Call 753-4099 or
759-3699

xl CONSISTENCY SPECIAL IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS FOR ONLY S75.00 PER
MONTH.
(regular price S120.521
CALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTI%ING Al
(270) 753-1916 FOR DETAILS
YOUR
SPACE
COULD BE
HERE.

*Minimum of one month
'Prepayment required
*No refunds for early
cancellation

Contract Bridge
A Maximum-Security Case
South dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
+1074
QJ 9
•J 8 7 4
+1062
WEST
EAST
•98 6 3 2
*—
V5
V 8 764 3
•5 2
•K Q 10 9 3
•AK.194
+875
SOUTH
41)AKQ.15
AK 102
•A6
•Q3
The bidding:
West
East
South
North
2+*
2••• Pass
Pass
2
3•
Pass
Pass
4*
" Solid, artificial
•• Negative
Opening lead — king of clubs.
Bridge may be regarded as an
excellent form of relaxation, but it is
nevertheless a game where you can't
afford to relax if you want to be a
;winner.
The problem is that bridge hands
don't always lend themselves to
unbending rules that can be blindly
followed. There are simply too any
instances Where an "automatic" bid
or play is clearly wrong despite its
similarity to many previous ,..kperi-

ences.
To illustrate, take this deal where
South was in four spades. West led
the K-A-.1 of clubs, declarer ruffing
the jack. Mak—g the contract
appeared routine, but when South
played the ace of trumps and East
showed out, there was no way for
declarer to avoid losing a trump and
a diamond in addition to the two
clubs already lost for down one.
Bad luck you could say, since a 50 division occurs in only four deals
out of 100. Nevertheleas, declarer
could and should have overcome
even this remote possibility.
The fact is that there was no practical advantage to ruffing the jack of
clubs at trick three, while there was
an advantage to discarding a diamond instead. The diamond discard
offered protection against a 5-0
trump break, if it existed, and at the
same time was risk-free. It would
then have been a simple matter for
declarer to collect the 10 tricks he
had stifled with.
In hindsight, the discard at trick
three is obviously the right play, but
not many players would automatically rise to the occasion. Most
declarers would instinctively ruff the
third club and later bemoan their ill
fortuae when the trumps broke 5-0. it
just goes to show, as we said at the
start, that in bridge you can never
relax.

Call (270)345-2455
or 293-9024
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal.Spring cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc. (270)489-2583

JiiL

C A VIT 6F1001COVEING,
Over 30 e,rc

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
.

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE

• 753-7728
LAYTON
141141411
hauling & backhoe
753-4
,767-0213

Call 753-1916 to advertise]

.

Murray Ledger & Times

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm
hearing a great deal about socalled "virtual colonoscopy."
The procedure appears to be
an accurate
substitute
for standard
traditional
(optical)
colonoscopy. Is
this a medical breakthrough?
DEAR
DE Gott
READER:
Not yet.
By
Dr. Peter Gott
Virtual
colonoscopy is simply another option. It has its benefits
and its problems.
The concern about a standard colon study include discomfort, the nuisance of bowelcleansing preparation, and the
risk of colonic perforation with
the fiber-optic scope. .
The disadvantages of virtual (X-ray) colonoscopy include
pre-treatment to clean the
bowel, substantial exposure to
radiation, and the inability to
biopsy or remove significant
lesions.
Granted, the optical X-ray
procedure is less invasive. However, the preparation is an
annoyance, the procedure may
be uncomfortable, and the
results could require further
attention, such as standard
colonoscopy with biopsy.
This topic was recently
reviewed in the Feb. 14, 2005,
issue of "The Medical Letter."
The authors conclude that the
meager benefits of virtual
colonoscopy are far outweighed
by the benefits of traditional
colonoscopy.
Therefore, I reiterate the concerns that I expressed earlier:
until virtual colonoscopy has
been further refined, patients
(and their physicians) should
rely on the traditional procedure, which should — in most
instances — start at about 50

DEAR ABBY: Your advice
for the attractive HIV-positive
young woman was perfect it
the world was perfect -- but
it's not. As a middle-aged gay
man, HIV-positive for 15 years,
my
status
should
shock
no
one -- yet
I'm usually
rejected
once I reveal
my status.
see
three imperDear Abby fect choices
for her: Be
open about
By Abigail
her HIV to
Van Buren
everyone
she meets (she will thereby
"benefit" by having a reputation). Tell her suitors up front
during the first romantic outing. Or wait until weeks into
dating, only to be disappointed again and again.
I chose the second. I take
care of this nasty notification
business as early as possible,
preferably not in the heat of
passion.
I now have a wonderful
partner (he's negative) who
loves me as I am. One day,
I hope she'll be equally blessed.
-- STEVE IN L.A.
DEAR STEVE:I don't think
a person's illness or disability
should define her or him. I
advised the woman to take the
time to get to know someone
-- and let him get to know
her -- before having sex, and
that when she was ready for
physical intimacy, she should
disclose. Many people disagreed, bnt not all. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have AIDS
and I'm happily married. I have
lived with HIV for many years
and have always been up-front
about it. People respect me
for being honest. When I was
dating, I always let the man
know. If he wasn't open, then
I knew he wasn't "Mr. Right."
Honesty is the best policy. -MARRIED WITH AIDS IN

years of age. Patients with
family histories should, for
obvious reasons, be tested earlier. And,depending on the findings (polyps or no), the testing should be repeated every
5 to 10 years.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a
recent column, you stated that
the niacin pills used for lowering cholesterol can cause liver
inflammation. My doctor has
never heard of this side effect,
but I stopped the niacin anyway. Now I am confused about
what to do.
DEAR READER: In doses
sufficient to reduce cholesterol
levels, niacin may cause — as
a relatively uncommon side
effect — liver inflammation.
This can easily be monitored
with a blood test in conjunction with patients' regular cholesterol blood tests. The side
effect is rare at low niacin
levels, but climbs depending
on how much insulin is ingested. Most patients start with
500-mg pills twice a day. Ideally, that dosage should be
doubled to achieve maximum
benefit. That's when complications of niacin therapy, similar to those of "statin" prescription drugs, may become
a problem.
I advise you to restart your
niacin at 500 mg twice a day
and gradually increase the dose
(with your doctor's approval)
in a few weeks. Then get a
liver blood check. You may
be one of those lucky people
who can take significant
amounts of niacin without bad
consequences.
If not, then other therapy
may have to be considered.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.

4-

FLORIDA
DEAR MARRIED: I agree.
And in a case like this, honesty is a must. Thanks for
sharing your success story.
DEAR ABBY: I have lived
with HIV for 14 years and
am involved with HIV education programs. I have found
it's best to get the message
over with up front. While it's
painful if someone you're interested in drops you because of
your status, it's better to find
out early than waste time on
someone who can't handle it.
Some cities offer social
events specifically for people
who have HIV, and there are
several online dating resources.
Two of them are: www.pozmatch.com and www.positivepersonals.com. -- BEEN
THERE, DONE THAT IN
TEXAS
DEAR B.T.D.T.: Your letter will comfort more people
than you know.Thanks for writing.
DEAR ABBY: You were
correct when you told that
writer, "If the man loves you,
he won't leave you." I hope
the writer believes you, because
what you said is the truth.
More than a year ago, I
met a charming, handsome gentleman. We're both mature professionals in our 40s. Our relationship progressed very slowly, but when things finally
began to heat up, I asked him
directly what his status was.
After looking into his eyes for
two seconds, I knew the truth.
He confirmed that he was HIVpositive and had been for 18
years.
I was stunned, because he
appeared to be the picture of
health. He looked at me and
said, "If you walk away now,
I won't blame you." I'm forever grateful that he waited
to tell me, and that we had
built enough of a relationship
that I stayed and listened.
Many people read your column, and your messages are
highly regarded. Thank you
for not perpetuating a "run for
the hills" mentality when it
comes to HIV and relationships.
-- FOUND MY SOUL MATE
IN 'PA:
••••
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A BOAT DOCK
THAT HAS
FACILITIES
FOR SMALL
BOATS

Two rounds of severe weather hit Murray and Calloway
County on May 18 leaving
behind 3:10 inches of rain,
according to John Ed Scott, official
government
weather
observer. Scott said "the biggest
part of the rain fell within an
hour." Water covered many
roads in the county.
Calloway County Lady Lakers won over Murray Lady
Tigers in a game of Fourth
District Softball Tournament.
Pitchers were Molly Wisehart
for Lakers and Jeanne Maddox for Tigers.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Marion Morris, one of several patients recovering from heart
attacks or strokes, who are taking advantage of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's new
cardiac rehabilitation center.
Donna Herndon of Murray
has been reappointed to the
Juvenile Justice Commission
by Kentucky Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
Births reported include a
boy to Mark and Roselyn Bucy,
May 15.
Lisa Rae Jones and James
Michael Skinner were married
April 8 at First Baptist Church.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
senior citizens band, townspeople and politicians who
intermixed the night of May
17 at the "Ole Fashioned Stump
Speaking" held on Murray
courtsquare. The event was
sponsored by the Calloway
County Democratic Party Executive Committee. The photo

was by Staff Photographer Gene
MeCutcheon.
Published is a picture of
Doug Moore and Brent Boston,
seventh grade students at Murray Middle School, displaying
their models which won top
honors in the District Industrial Education area competition at Murray State University.
40 years ago
Karen Alexander, Ellen Watson, Kent McCuiston and John- .
ny Reaves, all of Calloway 4H Club, were named as champions for their demonstrations
at the District Junior 4-H Club
Rally at North Marshall School.
Paula Allbritten was named
Miss Murray High School for
1965. Attendants were Pam
Garland and Carol Rolfe.
Elected as officers of the
Lynn Grove School Unit of
Parent-Teacher
Association
were Glenn Kelso, Robert Overby, Mrs. Doyle Humphreys and
Mrs. Carrol M. Rogers.
•
50 years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.,
Jessie Hope at 903 Vine St.,
Murray, was destroyed by fire
about 4 p.m. on May 18.
Murray State College unit
of Army Reserve Officers'
Training Corps is being inspected today as part of the annual federal inspection of ROTC,
units throughout the country.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Pace.
Kentuckians have contributed a total of $200,000 to
the 1955 East Seal Fund for
Crippled Children throughout
the state.

Todaylnillstary
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 19, the 139th day of 2005. There
are 226 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 19, 1935, T.E. Lawrence, also known as "Lawrence
of Arabia," died in Dorset, England, from injuries sustained in
a motorcycle crash.
On this date:
In 1643, delegates from four New England colonies met in
Boston to form a confederation.
In 1906, the Federated Boys' Clubs, forerunner of the Boys'
Clubs of America, were organized.
In 1943, in an address to the U.S. Congress, British Prune
Minister Winston Churchill- pledged his country's full support
in the war against Japan.
In 1958, the United States and Canada formally established
the North American Air Defense Command.
In 1962, during a Democratic fundraiser at New York's
Madison Square Garden, actress Marilyn Monroe performed a
sultry rendition of "Happy Birthday to You" for guest-of-honor
President Kennedy.
In 1964, the State Department disclosed that 40 hidden
microphones had been found in the U.S. embassy in Moscow.
In 1992, the 27th Amendment to the Constitution, which
prohibits Congress from giving itself mid-term pay raises, went
into effect.
In 1994, former first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis died
in New York at age 64.
Ten years ago: The Senate voted, 99-0, to reject President
Clinton's spending blueprint. NASA's administrator unveiled
plans to slash thousands of aerospace jobs.
Five years ago: China and the European Union reached a
market-opening trade deal, clearing Beijing's largest remaining
hurdle to joining the World 'Trade Organization. Masked gunmen launched a coup in Fiji that toppled Prime Minister Mahendra Chaudhry, the country's first ethnic Indian premier.

Crosswords
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THE. SIMPLE ACT OF
SITTING IN A CHAIR...

ME

NOT EVEN A WHISPER
OF A CLUE
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I DIDN'T KNOW IF IT
WAS AN ESSAY TEST,
TRUE OR FALSE, OR
MULTIPLE CHOICE..
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1 Pants feature
5 Motel staffer
9 Leafy climber
12 Aura
13 Fictional
governess
14 - kwon do
15 Nut snail
16 Smell realty
bad
17 Munich single
18 Overwhelm
20 Deserves
22 Extra
25 Lemons
27 Saucers'
mates
28 Cookout plus
29 Scottish
philosopher
33 Do a takeoff
34 House addition
35 Vatetyci halm
36 Urban cruiser
38 Tissue layer
39 Drop heav4y
40 'Star Wars'
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Rejection all too common for LsOkingiack
HIV-positive singles
10 years ago

DallyComics
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Virtual versus real-time
colonoscopy
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Oncilm
42 Excihng
43 Seismic activity
46 Cobra cousin
47 Genii.
treatment
48 Feel sure of
51 - colada
(rum drink)
55 Co.
56 Elvis, to some
57 Severest
of the news
58 Overfy glib
59 Is, to Pedro
60 Enthralled
DOWN
1 Quiet!
2 Perfume label
word
3 - by myself
4 Wisdom teeth
5 Just
8 Vote in favor of
a motion
7 Anger
8 Faked out the.

MOM WILL
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WYE IT

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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5-1902005 tinned Fights Syndcals, Inc
g =lion
highwq
W Stuck-up
11 Urges
19 You and

Maid MOM idd
MOM MEM 111111
WINIM MEM MEM
ddll Add=
dad= Ad=
MOM
dddd
din
AIM ME MUM
Ad= MN=
Add= MIR
dEll MAR Maid
MOM MOM di=
WIMM di= MEM
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21 Hearth residue
22 Chase-away
word
23 Butterfly stage
24 Summit
25 Pamis pat
Friday
26 Not attractive
28 French Legion
headgear
30 Kareem's
alma maw
31hltimor
32
IIT
*rpm
37 Genre
39 Waists
41
42 Gym
43 Handy svavb
(hyph )
44 Bone beitow
the elbow
45 No crunch.'
40 Auel heroine
49 Mag. alshera
5O D'
52 401(k)°cumin
53 Tweak
54 Ms It
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
'The circle is now complete'

That'sEntertainment

Youth Theatre Camp at
'Star Wars'
Playhouse held July 11-22
devotees
delighted
with 'Sith'

Murray's Playhouse in the Park will hold its annual Summer Youth Theatre Camp July 11 - July 22
The camp will run two weeks Monday through Friday from
9 am to 1pm and tuition is $125. With a focus on building
basic skills, workshops in acting, voice and dance and stage
combat will be presented.
Registration forms are available at all city and county schools,
the Murray Chamber of Commerce and at the Playhouse in the
Park For more information call (270) 759-1752, or visit
www.playhouseinthepark.net to download registration forms.

NEW YORK (AP) — Jay
Greene and his friends had a
pact: When the sixth and final
"Star Wars" movie came out
— the one that brings the plot
back around to George Lucas'
original 1977 masterpiece —
they'd be there, on opening
night.
Like the legions of other
Brothers, Dave Peterson & fans who showed up for mid1946, The McKendrees, Pine night showings of "Episode III
Mountain Railroad, Wildfire, — Revenge of the Sith,"
The Stevens Sisters, Nothin' Greene, 26, was eager to see
Fancy, The Jeanette Williams how the saga all came togethBand. Stringtown and Gerald er.
"Regardless of knowing
Evans & Paradise.
what's
going to happen, you still
The festival will begin at 5
p.m. Friday and at noon on get that excitement, and it's
closure for you," he said early
Saturday. Tickets are $15 for
today after emerging from,
Friday night, $25 for Satur- appropriately enough. the AMC
day, or $35 for the weekend. Empire 25 Theatre in Times
For information, call the Square.
Marshall County Tourist Com"What's incredible is seemission at 270-527-3128 or ing him (Anakin) finally
800-467-7145.
become Darth Vader," added

Kentucky Lake Bluegrass
Festival set for June 2-3
AURORA, Ky. — The 3rd
Annual Kentucky Lake Bluegrass Festival will take place
June 3-4, 2005 at Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora, Ky.
This year's lineup features
many major bluegrass bands
from not only all over the
country, but the world. Bluegrass Parkway, the longest running bluegrass band from Australia, will be pan of the International Band Showcase sponsored by GHS Strings during
the festival. They are joined
by Larry Cordle & Lonesome
Standard Time, The Gibson

By
As
The Florida Times-UniorilAP Photo
Star Wars fan Dave Curnett (not pictured) gave up
his seat to a Yoda statue, that he brought along to
keep him company while waiting several hours outside a multiplex in Jacksonville, Fla., with other fans
for the opening of "Star Wars: Episode Ill — Revenge

of the Sith."
Wars" movies on a computer
as they sat on the sidewalk.
-It's one of my favorite
things, like electricity, fire, medicine," said Christian Miller,
27, who makes a living canvassing door to door for politcial campaigns.
Miller, dressed as Jedi master Qui-Gon Jinn, portrayed by

Liam Neeson in the film, said
"It's proof that myth will have
a role in human culture."
In Boston, the entire 16person staff of a Web development firm planned to take
today off to see the film. The
outing was paid for by the
company — popcorn and soda
included.

Gorshin, Riddler on TV's'Batman' show, dies at 72

Murray talent portrayed in
'Big River' production
MAYFIELD, K. — The
Purchase Players Community
Theater in Mayfield will be
presenting a production of the
Tony Award Winning Musical
Big River the Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn. The songs
were written and composed by
Roger Miller and the script by
William Hauptman.
Big River is based on the
legendary Mark Twain novel
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. The show is set in
the 0340's and takes place in
the Mississippi River Valley.
The story's narrator is the
lead character, Huck Finn (portrayed by John Shuler Quertermous of Murray). Huck shares
his journey down the Mississippi River with a runaway slave
named Jim (portrayed by
Stephen D. Keene of Murray)
who becomes a close friend.
Throughout their adventures
Huck and Jim encounter several obstacles and interesting
characters, which include a
humorous duo known as the
Duke and the King (portrayed
by Adam Blodgett of Murray
and Harold Leath of Mayfield),

Ryan Smith, visiting from San
Diego.
Sold-out
showings
of
"Episode III," the final installment of the seminal science
fiction series created by Lucas,
drew enthusiastic crowds to
theaters across the country —
many dressed in full "Star Wars"
regalia with Jedi light sabers
at the ready.
Both Greene and Smith
described the excitement in the
theater "like a party on opening night and that's why we're
going back in."
Similar scenes played out
nationwide ahead of the opening. People waiting for days
and in some cases weeks could
hardly contain themselves as
the clock wound down Wednesday night.
In Chicago, 31-year-old
graphic designer Ben Delery
said that for him "Revenge of
the Sith" was the most widely anticipated of the "Star Wars"
epic. He noted it finally explains
what drives Jedi hero Anakin
Skywalker to embrace the dark
side and transform himself into
Darth Vader.
In Los Angeles, the line
stretched around the block for
the midnight showing at the
Vista Theater on Sunset Boulevard. A group of cloaked youngsters watched previous "Star

Tom Sawyer (portrayed by Carl
Buchanan of Mayfield), and
many others.
LaVerne Waldrop and Lisa
Cope who directed "Big River"
11 years ago for Purchase Players have teamed with Keene
(for assistance with musical
direction) for a production they
know "all ages will enjoy."
Show dates are Friday, May
27, Sunday, May 29, Friday,
June 3, Saturday, June 4, and
Sunday, June 5.
For ticket information and
reserved seating please contact
the Mayfield Office of Tourism
at 270-247-6101.

BURBANK,Calif. (AP) —
Frank Gorshin, the impressionist with 100
faces best
known for
his Emmynominated
role as the
Riddler on
the
"BatTV
man"
series, has
died. He was
72.
Gorshin
Gorshin's
wife of 48
years. Christina, was at his
side when he died Tuesday at
Providence Saint Joseph Medical Center, his agent and longtime friend, Fred Wostbrock,
said Wednesday.

"He put up a valiant fight
with lung cancer, emphysema
and pneumonia," Mrs. Gorshin
said in a statement.
Despite dozens of TV and
movie credits. Gorshin will be
forever remembered for his role
as the Riddler, Adam West's
villainous foil in the question
mark-pocked green suit and
bowler hat on "Batman- from
1966 to '69.
"It really was a catalyst for
me," Gorshin recalled in a 2002
Associated Press interview. "I
was nobody. I had done some
guest shots here and there. But
after I did that. I became a
headliner in Vegas, so 1 can't
put it down."

LAB

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

AMERICA'S

200 Poplar St. • Murray, MY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

West said the death of his
longtime friend was a big loss.
"Frank will be missed," West
said in a statement. "He was
a friend and fascinating character."
In 2002, Gorshin portrayed
George Bums on Broadway in
the one-man show,"Say Goodnight Gracie." He used only a
little makeup and no prosthetics.
"I don't know how to explain
it. It just comes," he said. "I
wish I could say, 'This is step
A, B and C.' But I can't do
that. I do it, you know. The
ironic thing is I've done impressions all my_ life — I never
did George Bums."

Gorshin's final performance
will be broadcast on Thursday's CBS series "CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation."
Born in Pittsburgh. Gorshin
broke into show business in
New York. He did more than
40 impressions, including Al
Jolson, Kirk Douglas, Bobby
Darin, Dean Martin and James
Cagney.
Later, he took his impressions to "The Ed Sullivan
Show" on a memorable evening
— the same night the Beatles
were featured. He did impressions in Las Vegas showrooms,
opening for Darin and paving
the way for other impressionists like Rich Little.
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La-Z-Boy leather at

The

spectacular

Leather

savings!

Sale
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

Luxunously soft, beautiful and durable
La-Z-Boy" leather is the perfect
choice for every lifestyle!

"Larson"

& Gifts

Genuine loc
Grain Leather
Perim-Rocker
Chaise PecIner

Spring Savings Spectacular
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Buy 4
Get 1 FREE

Buy 4
et 1 FREE
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HAPPY HOUR
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1 5% Off Sitorewide

now

(at regular prices)

only

'499

Friday 4-7 p.m.

— NEW SHIPMENTS—
* CONCRETE BENCHES
* BLACK ELEPHANT EARS

* PERENNIALS
* SLOGGERS

Gentine Tcp
Groin Leather
Recino-Rociter
Recliner

Leather Finesse*
Recano-Rest Cnoise Rocker Peciner

"Kentucky Certified Nursery Experts"
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Special 0% Finance Offer This Weekend Only! .

WOODCZEAFTES
GALLERIES
2111 641 N. • Murray • 759-4522 • www.woodcraftersgalieries.com
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Store Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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